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MAR.24.2009 4:09PM GORDON LAW OFC 
Donald W. Lojek. !SB No. 1395 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES 
623 West Hays Street 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: {208) 343-7733 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for PMA, Inc. 
t'iO. 966 P. 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDIClAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAH01 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a 
KNIFE RIVER, an Oregon corporation 
doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, et al. 
Case No. CV OS 4251 wC 
ANSWEA. TO CROSSCLAIM Of 
STANLEY CCINSULTANTS, INC. 
Dated July 16~ 2008 
COMES NOW, PMA1 Inc., and in response to stanley Consultants 1 lnc. 1s 
(hereinafter "Stanley'' or "SCl1') Crossclaim, pleads and alleges as follows: 
ANSWER 
First Affirmative Defense 
1. PMA. Inc. Denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein. 
2. Paragraphs 1 through 39 do not require a response from PMA, Inc. 
ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM OF STANLEY CONSULTANTS1 INC. 
Dated Joly 16, 2008 -1 
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Second Affirmative Defense 
SCl's Cmssclaim fails to state a cause of action against PMA, Inc. upon which relief 
can be granted. 
Third Affirmative Defense 
Pursuant to the terms of Idaho Code, Section 45-512, PMA, lnc.'s lien is superior 
in priority to SCl's lien and PMA, Inc. should be paid in full first prior to SCI receiving any 
proceeds from the sale of the subject Property. 
Prayer for Relief on SCl's Crossclaim 
WHEREFORE, PMA, Inc. prays for judgment on SC~'s Crossc!aim as follows: 
1. That SCl's claim against PMA, Inc. Be dismissed, with prejudice; 
2. That PMA, lnc.'s lien be declared superior in priority to SCl's fien pursuant 
to Idaho Code, Section 45~512; 
3. For an award of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 45-513; and 
4. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem appropriate. 
Dated this 24111 day of March, 2009. 
LAW OFFICE OF DONALD W. LOJEK,CHTD. 
By____,_.w ..... ... :""'-"'w.;.....;;;..L ___ -_~~--
Donald W. Lojek 
Attorney for PMA, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resrdent attorney of the State of Idaho, with 
Hays Street, Boise, Idaho, cerl:lfres that on the 24th day of March, 2009, he a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwardled with required charges 
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below) to the following: 
David T. Krueck [] 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FURHMAN, P.A. [] 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 [] 
Attorneys for Plaintiff [) 
[...r-
Michael 0. Roe [] 
MOFFA TI THOMAS BARRETT ROCK [] 
& FIELDS) CHTD. [ J 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 [] 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Assoc. and r-r-
Thomas E. Dvorak [] 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP (] 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 [] 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants [] [Y 
David E. Wishney [] 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID E. WISHNEY [J 
Facsimile: (208) 338-7808 [] 
Attorneys for L222-l JD Summerwind, LLC [] 
[~· 
Sam Diddle [] 
EBERLE BERLIN KADJNG TURNBOW [] 
MCKL VEED & JONES, CHTD. [] 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 [] 
Attorneys for Couger Management ['-}-" 
ANSWER TO CROSSCLAIM OF STANLEY CONSUL 'f ANTS, INC. 
Dated July 16, 2008 - 3 
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U.S. Mail 
ECF/ECM 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy 
U.S. Mail 
ECF/ECM 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy 
U.S. Mail 
ECF/ECM 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy 
U.S. Mail 
ECF/ECM 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy 
U.S. Mail 
ECF/ECM 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy 
GORDON LAW OFC 
Richard Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
P<i.csimile: (208) 466-4498 
Attorneys for Riverside, Inc. 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[¥ 
U.S. Mail 
ECF/ECM 
N0.956 P.5 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Express Mail 
Facsimile Copy 
o~ I ·!~/)L, 
Don.aid W. Lojek 
ANSWER TO CROSSClAlM OF ST ANl,EY CONSULTANTS. INC, 
Dated Jury 16, 2008 -4 
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Thomas E. Dvorak1 ISB No. 5043 
Elizabeth M. Donick, ISB No. 8019 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P .0. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
S;\CLIENTS\7795\8\0rder Entering Default of Dennis Phipps.DOC 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
······· · Page 13 of 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC, d/b/a KNIFE RlVER, an CASE NO.: CV-08-4251C / 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVERi an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an Idaho 
corporation) 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-1 TD SUMMERWIND) LLC; an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al, 
Defendants. 
Ol<D'.ER ENTERING DEFAULT-~ 
194 
ORDER ENTERING 
DEFAULT 
i0.,, fh\ ppo uJ ell Dvi·l lin j 
CASE NO.: CV08-4252C 
CASE NO.: CV08-11321 
Page 14 of 17 · 
IT APPEARING, that Crossdefendant Dennis Phipps Well Drilling, Tnc. ("Dennis 
Phipps") was served with the Summons and Crossclaim in this matter by Crossclaimant Stanley 
Consultants, Inc.; and 
IT APPEARil'-JG, that Dennis Phipps is in default for failure to plead or otherwise defend 
as required by law. 
IT IS HEREBEY ORDERED that DEFAULT is hereby entered as and against 
Crossdefendant Dennis Phipps as of the date set forth below. A final judgment will be entered 
once the priority of claims has been determined at the conclusion of this matter. 
-r-----
DATED this,£ day of March, 2009. 
ORDER ENTERJNG DEFAULT· 2 
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CERTIFlCATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this __ day of March, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below by the method indicated: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9tn St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise~ ID 83701 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Elizabeth M. Donick 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P .0. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise~ ID 837D1 
Attorney for L222-J JD Summenvind, TJ,C, L222-2 JD 
Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEA VBS SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES CHTD 
1199 Mafo St. 
ORDER ENTERING DEFAULT·3 
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U.S. Mail 
-~ Overnight Mail 
~~Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 331-1529 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
_Fax (208) 331-1529 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
~Fax (208) 342-5749 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Mail 
Hand Delivery 
_Fax (208) 384-5844 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (541) 345-2034 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery · 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for P MA, Inc. 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURJ~BOW & 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
Ron R. Shepherd 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 lih Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
MOPP ATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 1 oth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attomeys for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Names 
Defendants 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorney for Michael W Benedick 
& Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc, 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom Jvfehiel, 
dlb/a Valley Hydro, Inc. 
ORDER ENTERING DEFAULT- 4 
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_,,,__Fax (208) 343-5200 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 344-8542 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
~Fax (208) 467-3058 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 385-5384 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
~Fax (208) 459-4573 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
~-Fax (208) 454-2706 
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Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB No. 5043 
Elizabeth M. Donick, ISB No. 8019 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
S:\CLIENTS\7795\8\0rder Entering Default of Summerwinds and Union Land.DOC 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an CASE NO.: CV-08-4251C 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
ORDER ENTERING 
DEFAULT 
_/ 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 12. ( ·. L- Q_;) ';) -1 ll) S vt1nC/2W i·Vf> , L-U.. 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al, 
Defendants. 
ORDER ENTERING DEFAULT- I 
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21~. ;;i_ l\) 6-IMM~ I LLC 
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1 
L.L(.. 
CASE NO.: CV08-4252C 
CASE NO.: CV08-11321 
IT APPEARlNG, that Crossdefendants 1222-1 ID Sumrnerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID 
Surnrnerwind, LLC, 1222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC and Union Land Company, LLC 
("Summerwinds and Union Land") was served with the Summons and Crossclaim in this matter 
by Crossclaimant Stanley Consultants, Inc.; and 
IT APPEARING, that Summerwinds and Union Land are in default for failure to plead or 
otherwise defend as required by law. 
IT IS HEREBEY ORDERED that DEFAULT is hereby entered as and against 
Crossdefendants Summerwinds and Union Land as of the date set forth below. 
~ 
DATED this zt;; day of March, 2009. 
ORDER ENTERING DEFAULT- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~~day of March, 2009, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below by the method indicated: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock St. 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN. P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 , 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-11D Summerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojek 
LOJEK LA \V OFFICES CHTD 
1199 Main St. 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for P MA, Inc. 
ORDER ENTERING DEFAULT- 3 
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.X U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
___ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 388-1300 
>< U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 331-1529 
X U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 342-5749 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 384-5844 
X U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (541) 345-2034 
.X U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 343-5200 
/ 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURNBOW & 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
Ron R. Shepherd 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 1 oth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83 70 I 
Attorneys for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Names 
Defendants 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorney for Michael W Benedick 
& Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom Mehiel, 
dlb!a Valley Hydro, Inc. 
;;<_ U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 344-8542 
x 
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 467-3058 
_2{_ U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 385-5384 
;<_U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 459-4573 
X U.S.Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (208) 454-2706 
Deputy Clerk ~ 
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Thomas E. Dvorak, ISB No. 5043 
Elizabeth M. Donick, ISB No. 8019 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
S:\CLIENTS\7795\8\Default Judgment ofSurnmerwinds and Union Land.DOC 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR& SONS, INC. d/b/aKJ--TIFERIVER, an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERW1ND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~·~~~~~· 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE RIVER, an 
Oregon corporation doing business as Knife River, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERW1ND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERV/IND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et. al, 
Defendants. 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT-I 
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CASE NO.: CV-08-4251C 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
CASE NO.: CV08-4252C ;(_µ~ L 'ZZ-7-~/ ':f]) 5L1r1Jr}Juk:··i v~; 
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L ;;zd-A-3 :r:D s;;Yhl/f-U 10\ YLl / 
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CASE NO.: CVOS-11321 
WHEREAS, Crossdefendants L222-l ID Sumrnerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID Surnmerwind, LLC, 
L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC and Union Land Company LLC ("Sumrnerwinds and Union 
Land") have regularly been served with the Summons and Crossclaim in this matter; 
WHEREAS, Crossdefendants Summerwinds and Union Land failed to plead or otherwise 
defend as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
·WHEREAS, the legal time for pleading or othenvise defending has expired, 
WHEREAS, Crossclaimant Stanley Consultants, Inc. ("StaJ1ley") has shown by Affidavit 
that Crossdefendants Summerwinds and Union Land are not members of the military forces of 
the United States of America on active duty, nor infants, nor incompetent persons, 
WHEREAS, the Defaults of said Summerwinds and Union Land have been duly entered 
herein according to law upon the application of Stanley, supported by Affidavit; 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT rs HEREBY ORDERED, ADWDGED AND DECREED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
1. That judgment is hereby rendered in Case No: CV-08-4251 C, in favor of Stanley 
and against Crossdefendants Summerwinds and Union Land; 
2. That pursuant to the prayer of said Crossclaim on Count 5, beginning at 
paragraph 35, the contract claim, judgment is hereby entered against Summerwinds and Union 
Land in the full principal amount currently due under said contract of thirty one thousand eight 
dollars and fourteen cents ($31,008.14), plus the interest accrued on said contract, as of March 6, 
2009, in the amount of six thousand six hundred eighty dollars and eighty nine cents ($6,680.89), 
and Sumrnerwinds and Union Land shall also be liable to the Crossclaimant Stanley for 
reasonable attorney's fees and costs as plead in the Crossclairn paragraph 39 in the sum of three 
thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500.00) which all together totals an amount of forty one 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT- 2 
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thousand one hundred eighty nine dollars and three cents ($41,189.03), which sum shall bear 
interest hereinafter at the rate allowed by law on judgments, until the date said judgment is 
satisfied; 
3. That on Count 1, the Foreclosure Count, beginning with paragraph 18, that 
Crossclaimant Stanley's Claim of Lien against the following described real property (the 
"Property"), attached hereto as Exhibit "A," is a valid and fully enforceable lien pursuant to 
Idaho Code §§ 45-501 et seq., and other applicable law as against Crossdefendants 
Summerwinds and Union Land and that said Crossdefendants are hereby precluded from 
pleading and asserting any and all defenses to priority, validity and enforceability of Stanley's 
lien against the Property and that all right, title, claims and interest of the Crossdefendants 
Summerwinds and Union Land to the Property described above, are junior and subservient to the 
lien of the Crossclaimant herein; and 
4. That Crossdefendants Summerwinds and Union Land, be and are furever barred 
and foreclosed of all right, title and interest and equity of redemption to the premises, except the 
right of redemption as provided by fltutes of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this /5+ct;y of /2 £uv/'-;wa9. 
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WILLIAML. SMITH, ISB #6134 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
Telephone: (208) 697-5555 
Facsimile: 1-800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
i ll 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J ORAl<E, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 08 4251-C 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Case No. CV 08 4252-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
Case No. CV 08 11321-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
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v. ) 
) 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., ) 
) 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendant/Cross-Claimant EXTREME LlNE LOGISTICS, INC. 
(hereinafter "Extreme Line"), through its counsel of record, William L. Smith of the firm SMITH 
HORRAS, P.A., and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
Motion for Summary Judgment seeking Extreme Line's Claim of Lien be held valid and senior 
in priority to the mortgage of Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. (hereinafter "Integrated"). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Extreme Line entered into a contract with Union Land Company to provide material and 
equipment to improve the Property. Thereafter, on or around June 20, 2006 Extreme Line 
commenced work on the Property, and performed under the contract by providing labor, 
material, and equipment to improve the Property. Extreme Line completed its obligations under 
the contract, and ceased its work on the Property by November 27, 2007. 
Extreme Line was not fully compensated for the labor, material and equipment it 
provided to improve the Property and duly recorded a Notice and Claim of Lien as Instrument 
Number 2007081815 in the amount of $297,592.40 in the Office of the Canyon County Recorder 
on December 19, 2007. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. (hereinafter "IF A") 
recorded its Mortgage on the Property, Instrument No. 2006100908 (hereinafter "Mortgage"), for 
the amount of $4,000,000.00 in the office of the Canyon County Recorder on December 22, 
2006. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 2 
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Extreme Line has moved the court for summary judgment on its counterclaim against 
IFA seeking and order determining that Extreme Line's Claim of Lien is valid and senior in 
priority to the IF A's mortgage on the subject property. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIE\V 
A motion for summary judgment should be granted when the "pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." LR.C.P. 
56(c); lYfutual of Enumclaw, Ins. Co. v. Roberts, 128 Idaho 232, 234, 912 P.2d 119, 121 (1996). 
The nonmoving party is entitled to the benefit of all the favorable inferences and conclusions, 
which might reasonably be drawn from the evidence. If reasonable people could reach different 
conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence, the motion must be denied. Friel 
v. Boise City Housing Authority, 126 Idaho 484, 485, 887 P.2d 29 (1984). However, if the 
evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, the court may grant the motion as a matter 
oflaw. Id. 
In addition, where evidentiary facts are not in dispute, but different inferences may be 
drawn from those facts, and where the trial court rather than a jury will be the trier of fact, the 
trial court may resolve any conflicts in the possible inferences on a summary judgment motion. 
Riverside Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 519, 650 P.2d 657 (1982). 
Finally, I.R.C.P. 56(e) provides that the nonmoving party may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of that party's pleading to avoid summary judgment. The nonmoving party 
must set forth in an affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 
56(e). Further, the affidavits either suppmiing or opposing the motion must be made on 
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personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible in evidence and show that the 
affiant is competent to testify. Id. 
III. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED 
The following facts are undisputed: 
1. Extreme Line entered into a contract with Union Land Company to provide labor, 
material and equipment to improve the subject property. Affidavit of Casey Daniels in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment, if 2 (hereinafter "Daniels Affidavit"). 
2. Extreme Line perfo1med under the contract by providing labor, material, and 
equipment to improve the subject property. Daniels Affidavit,~ 3. 
3. Extreme Line commenced work on the subject property on June 20, 2006. Daniels 
Affidavit,~ 4. 
4. The last date on which Extreme Line performed any labor or provided any material 
in connection with the Property, or improvements thereto, was November 27, 2007. Daniels 
Affidavit, ir 5 and Exhibit B. 
5. Extreme Line has not been fully compensated for the labor, material and equipment 
it provided to improve the subject property. Daniels Affidavit, ~ 6 and Exhibit B. 
6. The principal amount of $297,592.40 remains owed to Extreme Line after deduction 
of all just credits and offsets. Daniels Affidavit, Exhibit B. 
7. On December 19, 2007 Extreme Line recorded a Notice and Claim of Lien as 
Instrument Number 2007081815 (hereinafter "Claim of Lien"), in the amount of $297 ,592.40, in the 
Office of the Canyon County Recorder. Daniels Affidavit, ~ 7 and Exhibit B. 
8. On December 22, 2006 Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. (hereinafter "IF A") 
recorded a mortgage, Instrument No. 2006100908 (hereinafter "Mortgage"), in the amount of 
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$4,000.000.00 in the office of the Canyon County Recorder. Affidavit of William L. Smith in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, (hereinafter "Smith Affidavit"), ~ 2 and Exhibit E, 
Response to Admission No. 1, page 4. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
A materialmen's right to lien is established by statute in Idaho Code, Section 45-501 
which states in pertinent part: 
[E]very person performing labor upon, or furnishing materials to be used in the 
construction, alteration, or repair ... or [who] otherwise improves any land ... has a 
lien upon the same for the work or labor done or professional services or materials 
furnished. 
IDAHO CODE,§ 45-501 (West 2009). To validly exercise this right to lien the claim must be filed 
within ninety (90) days after the completion of the labor or services, or furnishing of materials. 
IDAHO CODE, § 45-507 (West 2009). Extreme Line validly exercised their right to lien the 
Property by recording a Notice and Claim of Lien on December 19, 2007, well prior to the 
expiration of the ninety (90) day period to record such a lien, which began after its work on the 
Property was completed on November 27, 2007. Daniels Affidavit,~~ 5 and 7. 
"The effective date of the lien is the date on which the lienor commenced to work or 
fumish[ed] materials." In the Matter of Design Builders, Inc., 18 B.R. 392 at 394 (Idaho, 1981). 
Extreme Line commenced work on the Property on June 20, 2006. Daniels Affidavit, ~ 4. 
Therefore, the priority date of Extreme Line's Claim of Lien in relation to all others claiming an 
interest in the property is June 20, 2006. 
Conversely, IFA recorded its mortgage on the property on December 22, 2006. Smith 
Affidavit,~ 2 and Exhibit E, Response to Admission No. 1, page 4. The applicable Idaho law for 
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determining priority between a mechanic's lien and a mortgage is Idaho Code, Section 45-506, 
which states: 
The liens provided for in this chapter (mechanic's liens) ... are prefened to any 
lien, mmigage or other encumbrance, which may have attached subsequent to the 
time when the building, improvement or structure was commenced, work done, 
equipment, materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or 
professional services were commenced to be furnished. 
IDAHO CODE, § 45-506 (West 2009). Therefore, pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 45-506 
Extreme Line's Claim of Lien is senior in priority to IFA's mortgage because Extreme Line 
commenced work on the Property prior to IFA's recordation of their mortgage on December 22, 
2006. Therefore, no genuine issue material fact exists that Extreme Line's Claim of Lien is valid 
and senior in priority to IFA's mortgage, and Extreme Line's Motion for Summary Judgment 
should thereby be granted. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Accordingly, Extreme Line respectfully requests that the Court enter an order granting 
Extreme Line's Motion for Summary Judgment and establishing that Extreme Line's Claim of 
Lien is valid and senior in priority to IF A's mortgage. 
DATED, this _Jj_ day of October, 2009. 
Attorney for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, wi}h offices at 5561 N. 
Glenwood St, Suite B, P.O. Box 140857, Boise, ID certifies that on the /Lfday of October, 2009, 
he caused a tme and correct copy of the foregoing document to be fo~vvfarded with all required 
charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following: 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, 
Inc., Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other 
Named Defendants 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Attorney for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID WISHNEY 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 342-5749 
Attorney for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, 
L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 JD 
Summerwind, LLC, and Union Land Company, 
LLC 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Elizabeth M. Doick 
GIVENS, PURSLEY, LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 338-1300 
Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Baston 
Jane M. Yates 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER 
SCOTTLLP 
& Fax 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Facsimile: (541) 345-2034 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojeck 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorney for P MA, Inc. 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Samuel A. Diddle Hand Delivered 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURNBOW & U.S. Mail 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. Fax 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 Email 
P .0. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 
Attorney for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box44 
Caldwell, ID 
Facsimile: (208) 459-4573 
Attorney for Michael W Benedick & Carol L. 
Benedick 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
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Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Facsimile: (208) 454-2706 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom Mehiel, dlb/a Valley 
Hydro, Inc. 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
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WILLIAM L. SMITH, ISB #6134 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
Telephone: (208) 697-5555 
Facsimile: 1-800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business ) 
as Knife River, ) 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 08 4251-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF 'WILLIAM L. 
SMITH IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Case No. CV 08 4252-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
Case No. CV 08 11321-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
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v. ) 
) 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
WILLIAM L. SMITH, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say: 
1. I am the attorney of record for Defendant Extreme Line Logistics (hereinafter 
"Extreme Line") and have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth herein. 
2. On or about July 16, 2009 my office served upon counsel for Integrated Financial 
Associates, Inc. ("IF A") a set of discovery, which included four requests for admissions. On 
August 24, 2009, IFA responded Vvith Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc.'s Response 
and Answer to Defendant Extreme Line Logistics, Inc.'s First Set of Request for Admissions and 
Interrogatories. A true and correct copy of said document is attached hereto as Exhibit "E" and 
incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH 
· iam L. Smith 
l.l\Y Subscribed and sworn to before me this \ \ day of October, 2009. 
~ ~/)Ll 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing in Boise, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices at 5561 N. 
Glenwood St, Suite B, P.O. Box 140857, Boise, ID certifies that on the~ day of October, 2009, 
he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded with all required 
charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following: 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, 
Inc., Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other 
Named Defendants 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Attorney for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID WISHNEY 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 342-5749 
Attorney for L222-l ID Summerwind, LLC, 
L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, and Union Land Company, 
LLC 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Elizabeth M. Doick 
GIVENS, PURSLEY, LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 338-1300 
Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Baston 
Jane M. Yates 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER 
SCOTTLLP 
& Fax 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Facsimile: (541) 345-2034 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojeck 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorney for PA1A, Inc. 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURNBOW & 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 
Attorney for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box44 
Caldwell, ID 
Facsimile: (208) 459-4573 
Attorney for lvfichael W Benedick & Carol L. 
Benedick 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
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Email 
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Tom Mehiel, President Hand Delivered D 
Valley Hydro, Inc. U.S. Mail D 
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1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Facsimile: (208) 454-2706 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom 1\1ehiel, 
Hydro, Inc. 
Fax 
Email 
d/b/a Valle~ 
) ~ µ/\A_L( 
Wihi41 L. Smith~ 
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Michael 0. Roe, ISB No. 4490 
Rebecca A Rainey, ISB No. 7525 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
mor@moffatt.com 
rar@moffatt.com 
23690.0002 
Attorneys for Defendants Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Named Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/aKNIFE 
RNER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; L222-3 ID 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; UNION LAND 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY-
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon 
corporation doing business as Rexius; 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & 
Case No. CV08-4251C 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED 
FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
RESPONSE AND ANSWER TO 
DEFENDANT EXTREME LINE 
LOGISTICS, INC.'S FIRST SET OF 
REQUEST FOR ADIVIISSIONS AND 
INTERROGATORIES 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES INC.'S RESPONSE Jir4' ~-----~ -------~·---"--- - - - ---~--------~··--·--------~---~·--:.l.-~-·--·------~·-------- !:-· . EXHIBIT -
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t; 
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CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
RIVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; DENNIS 
PHIPPS WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRIJ\TKLERS 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, 
INC. d/b/a EXTREME LINE 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation doing business as Extreme Line 
Construction, Inc.; DAVID A. 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
SPF WATER ENGINEERING, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; MATERIALS 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; GENEY A EQUITIES, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; DANA 
McDANIEL KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR. 
U/A/D 4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 
1991 IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. 
SOLOWAY 2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B. 
SOLOWAY TRUST DTD 4125196; KING 
FUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MILTON 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A. 
GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN 
REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY 
TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST COMP ANY CIF 
DARYL ALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE 
PARK.ER TRUST; JA KRETSCH 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON 
PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C. 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; 
CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. 
STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. DBPP; DENNIS 
KYLE; DVS FAMILY LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY 
TRUST; THE CATHY A. KAMMEYER 
LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; DALE 
WYNN LIVING TRUST; LY AN, LLC; 
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PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, 
LLC; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; 
RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY 
TRUST; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.; STANLEY PARER 
TRUST; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KlT 
& KAREN GRAS KI, JTWRS; PA TRICK 
FLAl'-JAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST 
CO. CUST. FBO PATRICK MICHAEL 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA 
A. PUSATERI FAl\1ILY TRUST; 
ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR 
SNYDER; BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. 
FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; 
BLANCHE M. CRAIG; CARDWELL 
CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA 
VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH 
FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; 
DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; 
DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE 
JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN 
F. NOLIMALFAMILYTRUST; GOLDEN 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. MCDANIEL; 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. STEAD; 
LOUISE A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN 
REVOCABLE TRUST; JOHN DAVID 
KRUGER FAMILY TRUST; JUDITH 
TROTTER OR BOB CHARLES TROTTER; 
KATHRYN BRYANT LIVING TRUST; 
LAGUNA CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT 
SHARING PLAN; LARRY CARTER 
TRUST; LARRY CARTER; LORI CARTER; 
DAVID CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE 
LIVING TRUST; MARILENE B. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUST; MARK HEESE; 
MARSHALL SHIELDS IRA; MEENAP. 
VOHRA; MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ 
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LIVING TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI 
REV. LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & 
ADELE ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN 
P. BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. 
BAKRANIA LIVING TRUST; PRISM 
MANAGEMENT PENSION TRUST; 
RALSTON FAMILY TRUST; RAY W. 
MILLISOR TRUST DTD 1115/92; RICHARD 
A OSHINS 1995 REVOCABLE TRUST; 
RONALD J. FADELM.D. IRA; RUTH 
OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; 
SCHWARTZ FAMILY TRUST; SHARON 
GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); SS TRUST; THE 
CHERRY TRUST; THE LeMAIRE FAMILY 
TRUST; TONI LYNN PUSATERI; 
VICTORIA C. PICKARD-BROWN TRUST; 
WOMEN'S CARE OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESSION OR CLAIMING 
ANY RIGHT TO POSSESSION, 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. ("IF A"), by and 
through undersigned counsel, and responds to a,nd answers Defendant Extreme Line Logistics, 
Inc.' s First Set of Request for Admissions and Interrogatories as follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit the Mortgage was recorded 
in the land records of Ada County on December 22, 2006. 
RESPONSE NO. 1: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Please admit that the document attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct coy of the Mortgage. 
RESPONSE NO. 2: Admit. 
-~~-~·--~-------T)E·FENDAN-'.f-1-N-TE-GRATED--RlNANClAL.,ASSO.ClAIE,S.,,Jl'i.,.C.~~JIBS:t_ONSE 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Please admit that Extreme Line's Claim 
of Lien is senior in priority to the Mortgage. 
RESPONSE NO. 3: Deny. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Please admit Extreme Line commenced 
work on June 20, 2006. 
RESPONSE NO. 4: Deny. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: If any of your responses to any of these admissions 
is anything other than an unqualified "Admit," please thoroughly explain each and every detail 
and set forth each piece of evidence that may support your response. 
ANSWER NO. 1: IF A denies Request for Admission No. 3 on the grounds that 
Extreme Line's Claim of Lien is invalid and unenforceable and cannot, therefore, be superior to 
any interest in the Property held by IF A. Facts supporting this denial include, but are not 
necessarily limited to the following: 
1. Extreme Line's Claim of Lien was filed on December 19, 2007. 
2. Extreme Line did not commence an action to foreclose on its claim of lien 
until it filed Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 's Answer, Counterclaim and Crossclaim on July 24, 
2008. 
IF A denies Request for Admission No. 4 on the grounds that it does not have 
sufficient information upon which to form a belief regarding the matters set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 4. 
~--~·--~----~~DEF-BNDAN~~INTEGRA'.J'.ED-ElN.ANCIALA.S.S_QClATES, INC. 'S RESPONSE 
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In answering Interrogatory No. 1, IF A states that discovery in this matter is still 
ongoing and reserves the right to supplement this Answer No. 1 if necessary. 
DATED this 24th day of August, 2009. 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By~-'-~~---=-~~~~~7-<--~~­
Rebecca A. Rainey - Of the m 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
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STATE OF NEVADA ) 
) SS. 
COUNTY OF CLARK ) 
WILLIAM DYER, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
He is the INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, 
INC., the corporation named in the above-entitled proceeding and is authorized to make this 
verification in its behalf 
He has read the foregoing DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S RESPONSE AND ANSWER TO DEFENDAl~T EXTREME LINE 
LOGISTICS, INC.'S FIRST SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS AND 
INTERROGATORIES, knows the contents thereof, and the same are true to the best of his 
knowledge, information, and belief. 
William Dyer 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day of August, 2009. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 
------
Residing at-----------
My Commission Expires _____ _ 
··--~--~-----:DE-FBNBAN'.f-INTEGRA'J:E.D-FINANCIAL.ASSfiCIATE.S"'.lNC'~fil..SPQ~§.E_~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of August, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, 
INC.'S RESPONSE AND ANSWER TO DEFENDANT EXTREME 
FIRST SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS AND INTERROGATORIES to be served 
by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax (208) 331-1529 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Facsimile (208) 342-5749 
Attorneys for Defendants 
L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, 
LLC, and Union Land Company, LLC 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 343-5200 
Attorneys for Defendant PMA, Inc. 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Facsimile (208) 466-4498 
Attorneys for Defendant Riverside, Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
~--·-------~ DEFENDA-NT-IN'.f-EGRA'.f.ED-IUNANCIAL.ASS.QkfilE_S, I~ C. '..§_RESPONSE 
AND ANSWER TO DEFENDANT EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS, INC.'SFIRST------~-·~------··-----... 
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Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW McKL VEEN 
&JONES 
1111 W. Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Conger ManagementGroup, Inc. 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
Elizabeth M. Donick 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Facsimile (800) 881-6219 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
William C. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 E. Front St., Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 384-5844 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(X) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
--~·-~--D-KEEJ.~w.DANIJNIEGRAIEILEINAl!CfilA§§_QG!~J~§2 INC.' S RESPONSE 
AND ANSWER TO DEFENDANT EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS,.iNC7SFIRS1' 
SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS AND INTERROGATORIES - 9 c: .. it12s3s42.1 
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. 
• 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1147 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Facsimile (541) 345-2034 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
~· 0 r_s_ __ _ 
Rebecca A. Rainey U 
DEFENDANT INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S RESPONSE 
··- -------~~-AND.ANSWER~T(fI)EFENDANT EXTREME LINE.LOGISTfCS, INC. 'SFIRST 
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WILLIAt\1 L. SMITH, ISB #6134 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
Telephone: (208) 697-5555 
Facsimile: 1-800-881-6219 · 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
OCT 0 9 200 
F i L ~£_,D ~.~P.M. 
OCT 1 4 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J DRAKE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AA'D FOR THE COUNTY OF CAJ~'YON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC an 
Idaho corporation, 
P1<1jntiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 08 4251-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF CASEY DANIELS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Case No. CV 08 4252-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
Case No. CV 08 11321-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
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V. ) 
) 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
CASEY DANIELS, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say: 
1. I am the President of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. (hereinafter "Extreme Line") and 
have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth herein. 
2. Extreme Line entered into a contract with Union Land Company to provide labor, 
material and equipment to improve the subject property. The subject property is more particularly 
described as Exhibit "A," and attached hereto and fully incorporated herein by reference as if set 
forth in full (hereinafter "Property"). 
3. Extreme Line performed under the contract by providing labor, material, and 
equipment to improve the subject property. 
4. Extreme Line commenced work on the subject property on June 20, 2006. 
5. The last date on which Extreme Line performed any labor or provided any material 
in connection with the Property, or improvements thereto, was November 27, 2007. 
6. Extreme Line has not been fully compensated for the labor, material and equipment 
it provided to improve the subject property. 
7. On December 19, 2007 Extreme Line recorded a Notice and Claim of Lien as 
Instrument Number 2007081815 (hereinafter "Claim of Lien"), in the amount of$297,592.40, in the 
AFFIDAVIT OF CASEY DANIELS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGl\1ENT -2-
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Office of the Canyon County Recorder. A true and correct copy of the Claim of Lien is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B" and fully incorporated herein by reference as if set forth in full. 
8. On December 22, 2006 Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. (hereinafter "IF A") 
recorded a mortgage, Instrument No. 2006100908 (hereinafter "Mortgage"), in the amount of 
$4,000.000.00 in the office of the Canyon County Recorder. A true and correct copy of IF A's 
Mortgage is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and fully incorporated herein by reference as if set forth 
in full. 
9. On or about April 18, 2008 First American Title Insurance Co. prepared a Litigation 
Guarantee (hereinafter "Litigation Guarantee") for the subject property showing IF A's mortgage on 
the Property was duly recorded on December 22, 2006. A true and correct copy of the Litigation 
Guarantee is attached hereto as Exhibit "D' and fully incorporated herein by reference as if set forth 
in full. 
10. Extreme Line's claim of lien on the Property is senior and has priority over IF A's 
Mortgage on the Property. 
11. IF A's mortgage on the Property is junior and subservient to Extreme Line's claim of 
lien on the Property. 
FURTHER THE AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
AFFIDA vrr OF CASEY DANIELS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -3-
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<'l c:rr~ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this d\ O - day of September, 2009. 
Residing in Boise, a 10 
I ' I My Commission Expires: ! { / z).f 26"2 r 3 I I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE C)c\o~/' 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices aifs?i' N. 
Glenwood St, Suite B, P.O. Box 140857, Boise, ID certifies that on the day of J:ti.~e, 2009, he 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded with all required 
charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following: 
Michael 0. Roe Hand Delivered 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & U.S. Mail 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, 
Inc., Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other 
Named Defendants 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Attorney for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID WISHNEY 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 342-5749 
Attorney for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, 
L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, and Union Land Company, 
LLC 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Elizabeth M. Doick 
GIVENS, PURSLEY, LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 338-1300 
Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
D 
D [25] 
D 
D 
D [25] 
D 
D 
D [25] 
D 
D 
D [25] 
D 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Baston 
Jane M. Yates 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER 
SCOTTLLP 
& Fax 
P.O. Box 1147 
975 Oak St., Suite 800 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Facsimile: (541) 345-2034 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Donald Lojeck 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorney for P MA, Inc. 
Email 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
Samuel A. Diddle Hand Delivered 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURl'\JBOW & U.S. Mail 
MCKLVEEN CHTD. Fax 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 Email 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 
Attorney for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine Street 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 
Facsimile: (208) 459-4573 
Attorney for Michael W Benedick & Carol L. 
Benedick 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
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Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Facsimile: (208) 454-2706 
Pro Se Defendant, Tom 1\!Jehiel, 
Hydro, Inc. 
I 
d/b/a Vi lley 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Email 
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Deginn:Lrig at the 8oUth qua.rt.Gr cc:z:ur of section u. 'l'ollilnslhip 4 
llllorth, ~ 4 w.11t, Boin Jlm:'idian, c~ O::N.nty, Ic!abo1 ~ 
8out.b 99•41• oo• W.111t uocg- tbe aecticn lino, a difltlUll.:WI of :uo. oo 
fat. to the RDL PO!'.lft or ~m, tMr&c• 
south 19•4.s•oo• wut along thG llleat.toa liM, a di11t~ of 540.00 
fMt: to a poia1:1 t~ · 
!IOl:tll 0•15•00• wa1111t, a diatallCO of 350.00 lfft to a poiat1 t~ 
ii=tk u•cs•oo• zaat, a diatAtWllll of !40.oo feet to a point.1 
~
St.Ntll 0•15• oo• IWllt, a diat:aru:11 of J51L oo f•t to the aDI. ronr.r 
OI' UGDUllDG. 
UCUTIW~I 
!Mginaicg &t !:he Bout .. b84uat aornar o! tl'W &ou~t quart::u- of 
laoticm 32, ~ip 4 !forth, ~ t W•tust, llo.1&& MeridU.n, 
~ Colmty, Id.Uo1 ~ thanco 
West alODg t.!w lwtb bm.mduy lia.e of Hid SouthwMt qwuter, a 
ditDtmce of 221.17 ft.Mt.1 J."l.i:P.ltlD!I tbenoe 
ilm:t.b at right 11!ll.9lte, a cU.atM.Ce ot 350 fc.C:s rt';:!:Le ~ 
But: at right tw,Jlu, a d!atanca of au. 77 fHt1 · 
South along tm kst bonodJUT line of 11aid louthvHt qu.a.rtU', Iii 
dietanoa of 350 fHt to t.Mli PODft" or ua~. 
(oc:mt1~ 
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~tu'ly at.l<.mfl tb!rl C.tW:limi of Hid NOn ~ to !IA point 1, 110 fHt 
~ of tM lllullt ~ l!M of audd lfo~t ~u of thia lk>utMHt 
~lilll'J~ . 
~an a lim pu-alhl with thll llallt ~UM of Hid qwu:tf.lr 
of the ~t:. qwirtfllC'; t~ 
~ al~ !hid. ll'km:h to boundary ltrM t:o tbe POnrt DlP DJ~. 
~ID 
'.l.'bG &1ou~11t Q.'Wirt«r of ~ ~t quarter of 1\1«.it:l.oc. 32, ~P t 
~b, ~ t ~. Doha M~n:idiim, C~ ~y, ld&ho. 
(~~ 
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~ ~IPflt<»I • m!IBIT "A3 
~T~a 
uanzm~· 
~ ae thll Jrortbwat ~:a: of t:he sooth~t:. qwu:ter of 
l~ion :U, ~p 4 ~b., ~ 4 M°Ht., Doi/Mli ~idi1112J., 
~~, Id5.bOJ 
~ OQ tba Jiklrth bow:l.d.uy of the 804.lthW!lll~ qwu:ter of kctic.m 
l3, a di•~• of lfl feetr t~ 
lk:IUth ~Ud to tll.G W.st ~ of the Sout:~t ~er of 
1o11ctioa 32, to the 04mtulirw of t&. Ki~ L.1'1:1.e ~ u it nCl'JI 
extet1111 t~ 
foll~ that cantarlins of tho High Line Cl.u:l&l in a 
~1111terly cilnc:tica. to !::.he intln"HOtion of tbo WCMit ~ 
of tbo !outbweat QWlrtllll' of Secticm l2r tl:wiz:.lce 
~h al~ the aid W.1111t bcwldaxy to the lilOtlfT or .l!IBGI~. 
DOUTlliG~I 
Beginni.ng at the Southstut comm: of hcticn 32, Towuhip 4. 
l'lfozth, ~ 4 w..t, lloiul Keridia.n, O!myoa County, Idabo1 t~ 
Wut and following the south bounduy of ••id hcticm 32, a 
di111tar:u::e of 2,H0.70 fMt to a point, th.a 'llll:l\L ro:mr or 
8mDli'!lfniG1 tl:l.9nc• 
Weat al~ tbe South boul:l.duy of Hid lihwtion 32, a di11tain.ea of 
210.00 fCIC!t, to a point, thllmo• 
i10:th &t riGht &n;'lea, a d.:latenc:e of 350.GO froiut to a pointr 
thilcma 
BUt and ptU'1llllel to the lout:h bound.Ary of Hid Section 33, a 
di11t~ of 210.00 feet to a point, th$~ 
lkmth at right anal••· Ill di11tmoa of 350.00 fMt: to the i.SAL 
fODn °' Jm01MllmliG. 
Wilder Ir.rig&tioo Oiet.rict cou.fima water :risht• are attaahod 
to tM l puc.U ADd will ~n vit.h Cha proputy u lOl:'lg' u 
b:d.g.aUcm .feea are paid 0UX1:U1t. 
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NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN · 
'tJ C') 
,'' "--..!'_:.~ 
·----- ·· ··, .,~,t. ~ 
J'~ 
·, -
--
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Extreme Line Gonstruction, Inc. hereinafter referred to as ~ ::n 
"Claimant", claims a lien as hereinafter provided pursuant to Idaho' Code Sections 45-501 et seq. The ~ 
• c: Claimant represents as follows: 
1. Claimant provided labor, excavating equipment, and/or materia), among other things, in 
the improvement of the subject property. 
2. The subject property is situated in Canyon County, Idaho, and is more particularly 
described as follows: 
See Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. 
3. The lien claimed hereby is sought agaudt the real pro~rty described herein, as well as 
all improvements situated thereon. 
4. The reputed owner and/or the legal owner of the subject property is Union Land 
Company, LLC, whose last known address is' 1059 E. Iron Eagle Drive, Ste. B, Eagle, ID 83616; and/or 
Victoria Laidlaw whose last known address is 10082 W Rhett St, Boise, ID 83709; and/or Gerald 
Aebischer whose last known address is 17720 Plum Rd. Caldwell, ID 83607; and/or Status Homes, Inc. 
whose last known address is 1059 E. Iron Eagle Dr., Ste. 155. Eagle, ID 83616; and/or Donald and 
EnunaJeanne Youngblood whose last known address is PO Box 20250, Keizer, OK 97307; and/or Glenn 
D. Scott whose last known address is 4183 SE Augusta Loop. Gresham, OR. 97080-8426; and/or Randall 
W. Benson whose last known address is1401 Shady Ln., Em."tlett, ID 83617; and/or Jon M. Zarneke 
whose last known address is 3480 W. Birdie Ct., Meridian, ID 83646; and/or Vallivue School District 
#139 whose last known address is 5207 S. Montana Ave., Caldwell, ID 83607. 
5. The labor and/or material mentioned herein were provided at the request of John Tansey 
and/or Jim Conger and/or Rick Brown of Conger Management Group, me and/or Kevin Harris of Union 
Land Company, LLC and/or Ryan Vows md/or Pat Cook ofRexius. 
6. The Claimant commenced performance on ~une 20, 2006. The last date on which 
Claimant performed any labor or provided any material in connection with the real property mentioned 
herein, or improvements thereto, wa& November 27, 2007. 
7. The Claimant fully performed all services it was required to furnish until such time as 
Union Land Company and/or Re:xius failed and/or refused to pay claimant for completed work. Less than 
90 days have elapsed siru:e work ceased by the Claimant. 
8. Claimant is owed, after deduction of all just credits and offsets, two hundred ninety 
seven thousand five hundred ninety two and 40/lOO's dollars ($297,592.40) for labor and/or material 
proVided as set forth hcreinabove, plus accruing interest and late charges. 
9. Pw-suant to Idaho Code Section 45-507, Claimant claims a lien against the above-
describcd property for the amount of two hWldred ninety seven thousand five hundred ninety two and 
NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN - PAGE l 
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40/IOO's dollars ($297,592.40) for labor, excavating equipment, and/or materisJ provided as set 
he:reinabove, plus interest, late charges and attorney feea. 
IO. Purs~t to Idaho Code Section 45-513, Claimant claims attorney's the 
preparation and filing of this lien against the aoove-described property in the amount of 00 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
)u. 
Conntyof~ 
~vpr, 
COMES NOW, CASEY DANIELS, and being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
Th.at I am President of the Claimant in the above entitled matter; that the claim co herein 
is just; that I have read the within and foregoing Notice Claim of · know the con f, and 
believe the facts stated therein are true and correct to the best of know ge. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
)u 
County of Canyon ) 
I, b'~ , a notw:y public for the state of Idoho, do 
hereby certify~ day of December, 2007, personally appeared before me, CASEY 
DANIELS, who, being first duly sworn by me, declared that he is the President of Extreme Line 
Construction, Inc., that he executed the above an foregoing Notice and Claim of Lien and that the 
statements therein contained are true. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
ye..- in this certificate first above written. ~a!UC F~ 
Residence: ~, I ~ , 
(Seal) My Commi i<'>ri Exptres: flL/dlJL~ 
NOTICE AND CLAIM OF LIEN - PAGE 2 
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MO:rrGAGE 
Tim MOitTGAOB (tlio "M~ ~- .u of D~ 22,, 2006, by LttM ID 
s~ u.c.1:11~~li.abil!t)'~.~~1111tm a b"1.'I &p 
Smm B, ~ID Wl!$. lill ~(di.ri ~mid~~ htod!!W,. 11 
~~illl~Mld~~~•:mow.~.~v,..~n. 
!As v~ NV 1$102., sb~ (die~ 
UCll'ALS 
A. ~ II ~ to ~ iii tlw &1ml of FO'tll' Y~ Doilml 
(54.000,.000.00). 'lllidch fl imd tif.ilii.ii4Ritlid by lh!tt ~ N«.s of IM!:ll ck!lil 
from~ lo~. widl fbld paymmt du md ~ OJil ~ 21, 2.001 (liw ~ 
~ wfd1 all~ CXDolldJtiml, ~mp~, ~lmoo:!ti, ~
-~ ~ m ~arapm,llhm.leoU~bc~eou lba"Notvj. 
B. ~. u. ~~to lfloil ~of a.tit and lhllmU:iqol 
lhll bm ~by lbs Ni1llll, bu ntqWred lflllt ~ pnMds Lead« wilh ·~ fbr lhll 
~atd!.I: ~~by dill: Note u W.Uu btt.. ~~mllll imd 
dilchup hy BCiTO'll"lll' of vllic:icu ~ a:mditiollll imd ~ madlfil by  to, wiih., 
in mu o( m b' lhll ~o( tam witfl~ 1o Judi~ mia~. 
1. ~ ofleemtt7 
u ~ Grullid. m comidcntb of end m Ol'derr to acain Iha n:p~ of l:M 
irid.&bt.cdnal wi ~ "1 Iha Nore,~ widi. ~ u 'Wlilil 1111 lhe pa}'llmltof 
all llUmll ~ purmiwt to dail MCll1p&O to protect and prcllRTll the Projierty Uld d!ll: llc:Q md 
~ iuterat 1natlld benilry end all oda' rmm ol~ 1tcanid liil:lrdry, u providrid below; w 
tu a>GClll"8 tM obi~~ llDd ~by Bcmiww ol di co--, caaiiifiouo md. 
~ I« f'orlli iii lhll Non,, lb& Mort;pp and all odMlr don~ and~ a~ 
mt dill:fvlll'Cld by a~ ·to w a lkvw at LeDdcr tr Iba purp<IUI or r.'k ·~ in. 
~ oltba ~ mdmccd llallr~by Iha Nola (1111 of!H ~ oblipt:iom 
ma rdimd to u fbll "Soalrcd Ob~ B~ lflll*,. hqafm. Hilll, aHem, ~ 
~ conveyz. ~ lrUd:li1I,. pJodps. deliTen, NCI IMll:', ~~ lllld 
1o Lemar. with pO"ll'lir oi-1t. &I~~. &1ihJ«t to lbs lctmll aDd ~
of tho Mortpp. an •t111t, ript, tide, ll3lld blte:nlt wbfch &rtoww IJQW' i. or miy la1a" ~ In 
am to th~~~ dgtda m111mrat11 wan nip~ ot; 
tbr. mid~ lblnto (all at~ an ratlimid to below u Iba~: 
1.1.1 blJ ~· TM rtiaJ prqicty ill Omyoa ~. I~ ~In 
~A ~lwt$ lliiidimdc1pc11hcd(the'1lW ~
,._._ .. 
0 • ~..:.::» ;;J j> I'.~ ~' ~ 0 i'"'! .-:-:> , '"' . '. N 
' ! ; .. -I ~ ··u :3 rn z. 
~ .,_. 
0 rn :z CJ1 ~. ::l 1J1 -I r m 
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U.l ~Cl. Al buil~  £t!id o~ m:tllirow=itl! 
kind. rutw11:e ot~oowor~~ ~~or 
~{thii"'l~'). 
1.1.3 ~ All~~~~~of 
~~.~~Mdolha-~'A!JWOf~~ot!nmy 
~~lotbc~~.~ w!tMut~allrl&ht,titit~~of!M 
~ill llr'/~d&bt, dd..~~or~ inaod tow bedaolll!l'1l" 
Wll;)'ll. ~ 11~ ~~~and public~~ or~ la !ont of, 
~ 1".mugh. lldJohl.tq or fl!:ij~ 1o 1hll RH!~ to tb:I ~ O'WMd by BortoWC", itll 
~ ro~~ gu rl.gJm!. ~ wmrfabtl, ~~ d~ ml:ti. lllwnplams, ~ 
~ timbc:rrmdott.:~ oowor~~on, tmder, or~ !!!11 or !IIl.Jpllrtoftiw 
RW~(&.l .. ~~
1.u ~ S!l!ld ~ All I~ a.ado~~~ th1 UM, 
~cc~ of ll!ll or fJl'Y pct of the RW Prop;rty o:r lhJ Im~ ~fore 0t 
 ~ h!lo ~~or diw ti'Wi ftlhla by or apimt B~ of srq petltiOQ for 
~undc'llU.S.C. • • 101.ot~(the~Codc").Nlhlmnamaiybo~trom 
tl!M to til'l.Hl (tbs~'} a.ad &Ill rlght, title~~ of~. ltJ ~ md mlp:!& 
thc!:.."lllbl and~. lndw;lln& without~ c.ub Gr~ ~l'!ild ~kl 
~tbc~byftle~ oftbeiroblipliool~-.ctl&ltmnb,~ n:»:il:I. 
 laauu aud~~all oil md pa orotbsr~  Wld lxlinllla) from 
tbl9 Rt1lll Pr:operty ml lhJ ~ piild or~ beiWe ct~ the filin& by ot 
~~of1tr1pet{tfo1tilrreliGClllld«thl&nkrnpCcyCodt(lhe ~ llillldall~ 
~ rh.e ~ar~  otdl.4 Lcr:m a tho riabtto ~ md ~ iM ~to 1ho 
pa)'ITlmlt of the~ Obllpdo.n.s (dttfl.oed Wnr). 
t.U Cuidmma&.111 A~ AIJ.y md all &vt'lll'da, ~ Q< ~ti. 
I~~~ andthetfabtto ~thclllllM, u atml!t of (IJ ~~atfbctigtt 
of~ domain. (b) mo~ oftht grade of my~ md (o) any od:utr il:ljury, damap Cl? 
emiaJty to.~ a( or~ fn mo valws ot the~. to t:!YAsxtuntof all amottntl duit Ill&)" 
be~ by1bir  attfilllldllll.!Jofmy ltdt llw.dot~ but.il-ot llm11adto 
~le~· Foas (u ~below). c:omr, mi~ lnemtd by L.m:ler in 
Cllmloatkm wi1h tho~ of 4Uil:h awd Of~ 
LU .rtrtmw • P~ lnl*V· All ~. equl~ ~ 
~wcaotllmikldtoaU~mcooditftmtn&~~~Md 
~fbd:urel)&nrd o«h«~o€f!JWJ11 tmd.anda~~~ by Bo:roww, arm 
whl® ~-or tMU haw ari ~ QQWor ~ 1ccatlld UpOil the l\oa1 Property or l1M: 
~or~~ fllllduaed ln~m d.thlt~or1'1ltura~ 
ud~oC!lw:a.l~andt'Ulmpro~andaU~~~~ 
~ ol'C11:11.Dlltin ~ o'MIOd by~. Ot" in. which Bai:ro'Mll' bu. or DI ha\'$ lllP 
~ oow « ~ lco.ded upon tht lUa.L Property and~~ er~ 
~ Of ul«i In~ with tho proacat or t'uttn ~ md ot the Rad 
~md tJ:M~(topdlllrm'tiEredti:>Mibo~and~~."whlch 
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---
II tffJ jJ!tJflj} l"IJli ~ tli 1 iw~ tlf 2 iJ !1 ~ l.i t ·•1~l 2 t~,~ !li1 ~~~ I 1~1t1!w ~~~11 Jtflf ~11gl1i ~ ~fgi 
tl1.§ i !~'' l I t .. [ 
Si R l 0 ~ i ~ S' J fl f _§. .l( 
Js fita~l w;t r 1 St 1~1 
el tJl§} I I 11~ ~ Jiff ~liil Rt.ii .~f ,fj~i(? r [( 
lflil l;gJslf fl •11111 I ~) Jtl~i ilra!fJ!~ l~tlti I i 
--------------------'-,~-
----~ 
. 
,, 
p«ym.utt. Bom'Jwef shall ~ ~ rillht 1o ~ m iOQd tmtb. the~~ a1 !ii 
~ tllxU ar uamm"®I by amhmi1il!:li hlivl:n& ~over lh\11 
Prop«ty. 
u 1~~1Jt:t-.,a•~u.d~ ~Ullpquid~ 
from~ to til:i:ul ~the mne 8ll ~ ~ dl ~ ~ .imd ~ aimecMnla., 
~~ iltl.d ~ whlch. ii~ migbtrcault in.°" ptmlit dlo c:re&ioa of, t ~ 
~or~~ tl:pOl'l tbs~ O? any i-t ~ex O'D the~~~ 
~pt'Oilild~~~imd,.lu~lodoCK~i:llMI~~ 
~lllO l:biM ~ Ui?lllofthi.t~W.Ube ~~ llt~colit cf~, wiiOO-O:t 
~ w .Lm&«. Bomrww mu have tbo rlaht r.o ~ m FQd 6Jth and ha~ with 
lfllW!i tlld ~mocfmi'"• and~· U.. Bllld ~ thtl ~· 
u ~ rd Jumw ~~ ~ ahall not pt;mUt ~ Cit 
~WJdrr aey Jfea, ~IXI, ~ 01' ~~ qa!im the Property, e1'M tboush 
junior mil !nttdor to tbs lien at tldl Mcrlpp. 
u; ~ 
U.1 Boaowww.ll obmln llnl!~ or~ to be mm:!~ insm:mtbr 
Bo~ md dll ~~at** tho following~ 
(•) LbbOO;y Wurim1». Co:mpnibcmhe ~ Uabilftr l~ 
ln.aludlns bodily lnjuey, daib md JWlMt.1 ~ lfabiUty ~ a,plnrt arty mJ all olafma. 
b:dlldlna sll lepl ~to ~~inmrzbla &ad impo.ced upoa. LeQdw ind an court com a 
~·~an0.~~outofor~withtbo~i-,!euin&~ 
mid~« oond.itloa ot1tw Pl'Opl'.lrtyin 5'aCllt emou.nta II.Sue~ &Wil&ble it~ 
~prmrl.ums m•~nqu!ml bylmtitutfOMllcldec'lb-propartJes ~to 
the~ but in oo CMlClt fbr a~ limit aflen thm 82.000,000.00. 
(b) ~~ Sw:&.ath«imunmcewilb~todw~ 
~ lad oc damap of Ibo k!nds from tfmo to thnc cullfomarily icaurcd ~ mi in lllCh 
~mim:1~111.vidlahJoat~m~opremi:umaamden~~ 
by lmdtudOtl&! ~fair~~ Ill lho Propertr. 
2.f.l All~~fm:ln~2.611Wl be~uildn'wlidmd 
~poUdc.s(l1-"?olk:ki;f'orinlho~,lho~ Ail~~~ 
~ b)'tbil Mortpp abail bo~ 1n llllWfmumnoa m thil'mm hi. whkh lho~!r 
I~ 11:1.s Po&y rdmld to Isl P~ (I) above~ name LGCdo:r aa m ~ ll!l.!md 
lm\nd. All Policia ~In~ 2.6 8Ul.l eootaia (i). provWoQ lhatlooh ~llhal.l 
oot be~ or~ llQl' an dMJy .... wftbout lilt lout 1hlrt1 (JG)¥ prlO!i'writl;en 
notico; and (ii) imlud.G~~ bythlllbQvof'IU Gl.lfma fbrhmm~(~ 
~w)¥Jmtmyl•~ ~wlUl:IDCd~(~da~ 
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l.'-3 ~WI oompty with&ll ~ ~ llOO di.uiilootbrin&Ot' 
~or p«m.it to bl! ~er~ rrrty ~upon frxr:f at~~ ar C11Wa or~~ 
~toaUt~ iflt4wo-uidbeprobihii.ibyu~~orwoo.ld~ 
~~~~~t.obe~by~OO!ll'wlth~mmq 
pi!.!( ottiw Pnlperty ~ to lhli Sed:km. 
1..6.4 Ths~~~~Su~l.6mtq~~~­
~po&yoc~ etr~lh!>Propertyamdotbiir~lllod ~nat~11.pat 
old!it llOCUrity ~. 
2.7 Cooid~&tkm. &ttoMr ib&ll ~ gm: ~ ~ of the ~ Ol 
~~offJlrj~Oteznh:lliltltdomllh!~imd~~lo 
~ ~ o{'4r»:f ~all~~ bl~ wilh ftCh ~11. ~ mKJ 
~In .q Stieb~ tc Iha Wid penniUed by JllW. Upon an~ at~ 
 Wll deliver to ~all ~~ IT/ ft to pmnit ~ putlciti&tkm .. 
~ limll. It iti ~ dWpml,y  6!Kry such~ IUld ~~with 
~ ita~ ~~Md~ wi1b~ m t:m~oo or~otq a.lcll 
~mp No~lfX'J~bJ''O."fp:ibtio orquui-pu'bllc~~~ 
dottldaor ~ (mcl\ld.lng. butl\IX limited to 1J.l11 twut.. rna.:ia in Ua of« hi~ of 
tho~ otlUCA tUlnl). ~wn coniill!.le IQ pay tho s~ OOlp.iiolu mthotimo.OO 
in tho l'llll.lllm'prov!ded ft>\' ltlpir.ymcoi in tho Note and in thla Mortaqe md.1be ~ ~
l1Wl not bo reduced umU tJlr.f ~ w ~ ~ sbdl have bee ~t, NCallved artJ:l 
~by~. id'tcirtho ~ol~ofc:ollection,. totba~or~otaiuch 
obtlprlOWL. I..odsir lllWl ru:it be limited tu tbs ~ ptid on the nmd by tbll C(ll!demnlnc 
fllllhcrlty but an ee mtitkd to reca1ve out ottha ·~ 1nmrest at the n.t11 or mta prov!6::d herein 
or in tho Note. If tho Property it dd. 1hn:lqb OC" ~-. pdor to tho reoeipt by 
l'..ellder of the award or~ Lc:Ddct man h&'lll:I the risht. wbctb« ct' oat@~ Judpm 
co ~ Note iWill fuMI b1:1UZ1 loqht. recov.d or dal«l, to ieceM the i'Mlld or~ ar 11 
portima thereof ~t to pay tho Socun:d ObUlf.IUiom. 
U Compila11Q1 wfdll ~ Bom:iwer iWill o~ abido by, md comply with Ill 
~ ~ JaWI, ordm, or~ re~ to tho ~ ~ 
~or~ by Ill)' .fbdend.mite.count)'ot 10Cll autboril,y«f1Jt11~~ 
lltlbdivlllllcm lhc:nof~~ ovar~orth.e~. Bonowwimll ~ lWd 
~withall OOJldit.ltlilllj mid~ ~to ~and~ tr!(/ a1ld Ail~. 
~ ~ ~ l:N.t not limi.s to, %00.b:i&  ~ ~ liild 
~~). ti1111cfii• cni:l~tmt=llpplicab!e to ~~or 
that~beea~ to or~ b-by&.N""Mrln~on wWl m:y~~ 
~or tlrtufu u.w olthc Ptoparty. 
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U Ilfm'I ~on or~ of~ OC"fstq ~or~~. 
~~.~or~ldowmtofwtof~~~~llf'h:lmy~ 
tom~ or in fttl.1 ~. or ia m'f ~ ~ ~ ~a« ctr. 
~Oil~~ ta LoodG!t llW! ~ham &I. In ti!Y ~...w ~ ~ 
~ 
U rt~o:tmrJ~Wllrnbwmaf~ftitlhe~ot~or 
if~ fhdi  IIOt be~ ita ~ IMI tMy ~ c!w:. 
!..4 Jf(i)~otE1lQ'~!W~M)'~~I:$!"~~ 
(A) ~"1f ~or~ lawo!11rt~~ori'bntgn. ~to~. 
&:!:rol~.~~~or~or~.~tobil\'Can~h'rellet' 
~with~ to it. or~to ~it & ~or~ er~ 
~mm~.~ windinf-up, Uquidiilian. dimolmitJo,.~tlonoroth« 
rc!Wwith ~to it or lt!i debui. or (B) ~ llJIPO~ of a rAwr, ~ ~. 
co~ or~~ oma fbt it Of fbr all Of my put of f£1 ~ or dia 
~ or fillf &bdl rtl.lllb a ~I imdgnmmit b !bl benoftt ot Us or 
(d) ~ 8tl11 bit~ api.nlA Bom>wer or 11111 ~ fttl'/ cuo, ~or od1« 
&adM ofanma~to fn ~ (l)abow whk:h (A) remlta ha th.II~ ofm arda-l'brrdiaf'Olr 
ln1 SlICb ld,llKlk:atioa ar mppol~ or(.B) ~ wdi~ ~or~ .fbt a 
pe:rlad of dxty (60) dily:I; ar (ill) lhel'c an be ~ICGd qaJmt Iha Bomnwr or llll1 
aa.y~ ~atotlwll.Cd£m~lairmmcaofa WfllTllDlof~ ~d.i.ldnim 
or similu procea apha.st ail or my  pllllt of fbt u:sees which~ Jn !:be entry of VlY 
Ot'darfnr uiy ruc.h rcllet''Mtlch lhall cot haw becll 'l/IDated, ~or ltlQ'Od Cit' borukd ~ 
appm.I witbin lixly (60) dayu from this llDfr1 tbatd. ot' (iv) Cho Bonowu Ci' m!/ Oummtc:r ahall tab 
ll'l1 actioo Jn~ of. or~ ita oou:ot to. awzowI of, or aoq~ ta. fttl'/ of1ha 
lets act fbrth bt ~ (i), (U}. ar Clli1 !lbove; or (v) the Bcnmw:r at qny ~ ailui11 pneral1J 
not, or maJI be !Wible to, or llbll lldmit in wdtiq !ta Inability ta, ~ itt debtll a they ~ <hlo. 
U E:icccpt 1br the spec!&~ 111t filxtflbt this~ mrt akdi:6Wt ~MY 
Loan Docummt by~. wbich default b not cured within tb:lrty (30) days aftcrwrltttm noUca 
titmteoduto Bomwer; ~ lh!i% !fwdlddultcaaaot~ be ci:nd with.Jaweb1hhty 
(30) dq pmod and Bozrower D.ll haw o;mm.w;ed Co CUM ;uc.h de1lm1t widlln ~ lhJriy (30) dq 
period Ufd ~ dilipat}y llid a:pcdidOUllly prooeedi to WB Ibo lllll:l?iO, IRidt lhirty (JO) Oq 
period .llfmll bG ~~IO l.oag U It ailNiqUh'e Boao'Wlf fa tb:s ~of b dllipDCll to 
cun: such ~ tc ba!J:is aped tm.t no web, me~ shall be for a period In ~ of ooe 
~ tWfl'llty (120) dayl. ~only In tha cue of curc1 that~~ Ci'~ 
M>dc, iluch ome CIWl:U>t with dil~ 0. completed withhi sueh OllO bimdnd tM'mf;y (l20) dq 
perlod. in whlch ca110~pedodllihlllbeBX:toa::ldod1bt 1111 addldonal OGt ~ ~ (120) • 
"' lU&Ma ud~-
u ~ Upon cf» ~.ol q Emit of Ddwlt. ~ rmq bib m.:li 
ICtioo, vritbout notloet ar ~ 1111 it dOlilllDI adviable to protect ud ei:d'btco Im riptl aplmt 
~&ad In md to the Property, ~bet~ limited to tbil tbUowing &ctio:l'IS,. a.ch of 
MOM'tM.QX. SICUJllTY AGJl.DMJm' AND mrrt1lltl m..mG • 1 
...... 
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~ll&w. 
• lfJJ!t:1~m 
fi~!tmwthaotMr~lird~ of~ 
"1.1 ~tho~~~~Cob@~~~d11iuoo 
6..U ~~judicltioc~fortbo~f~af 
thil Mortpp under 'Uri~ PfQ'lbiOO of liW in whldl Chi) tbll ~/ Cl4" any~ 
~m!I,)' b@ .!!Old !ht ~or~~ In CIO&OCmot§~ Gr m wte:mJ ~Cl( pot1iom 
ll!!d ht 'ml~«~. 
6.1.3 &di for cuh Of~ cnidit tbs~ ot fl1l1p@Jt~lm.d11.ll ~ 
cldm,~riab¢.tit18aa.d*-~~mi~of~~f.~ 
io powarof Pla or~ i!tooa« 11!.0ftnJ., u ilf1 ~min~ &tm;l!. dnwmd.~ 
upon Nth tillau ad i!.ftm" llUCh ~~-Im)" bl~ or~ by l&w. 
CS.IA ~111111C&n,auitor~fnequif,)'b-tbl~~of 
'm:t~coodi1ica.or~com.huid~lntheNotaorln.th.o~Lom~ 
6.U AAtl1 fbrtt.appi!ntm«dofa~  ~ar~of 
!ht~. Mthaut MdOlll li!d witbaat .rep:d for t&s ~of h ~ fbr fJla ~ 
o~ and wlthrmt rl!lp!rd. fbrtbe ~ o!Bom:nwrr Of ot fll11 ~ fimi or olhsr catity 
liable b'the ~ofthc ~  
iS.U SubJect to m:y ~ law, tbs ~ ~ to :Banow« tmd« 
!lulltilection 1.2.mall ~ba nrvobd end Lendarmay ~Into IX'uponthel'ropm1.y, llik 
pe:nsamUy at by ltll ~ nomi.tloea or at:lxlmGyl mi dlspoaea BOll'O\Wlt and UI ~ and 
~~wilhoutllabtlityfllr~.~or~and~Bom:mctamdlf:s 
lp!.ta er ll'ClWlD wholly~ and tab~ ofllil boob. record# IWd lllC001.lltl~ 
~Md B~qrealn ~poaaulon ofthl Property md ofiuchl:laola.~lnd 
ICCOOl'lfll tn ~ up:lil dcm.lnd, lltld ~~ miq (i) U\l4ts Op«l!lte, ~ ~ 
imR.n, m.afsbUn, nips!r, ~ tDd  dad wilh all aad fNflf'I J*t of the ~ llDd 
eoocbttb~~("i:i) complmu.r~0titfso~ia-mM.XI«mdbm 
es Leider~~ (ill)mm ~ additlona,  rapi~ and 
i.mpto1~ to or Oil t12o ~(iv) ~all rlgbbimd.povl'lm ~Wfill~ to 
tll8~. ~inlhallillimo!&rrowwar~ fooludh!cvritbout~ lhsriPtto 
ms.a,~.~ or~ Ltsuaf, ob1lio and evict~ i!lld ~sea b-. colliiot.. fJld 
mew an hMll ct t1to Propwty md ~ p11rt ~ (v)~ Borrower to F'1 ~ht. 
~to I.md.ur, ar_., ~ ~ tocolloet &I Ra:atl, !M1ldrrmdl"'NOll!lhJe~ wluli 
fbr1ha ™ IM~oo otmcl:i part otlbt P.mp:rcty 111 may bl~ by~ (vi) reqafrl 
~to Vll«fJIG IAl:d ~ poMmmi o!tbe ~to~ or"> :mdi midver lil.td, .in 
deilimlt~~mqln~by~~Ol'~imd(vli) applJrtba 
~ ftom thl ~ le 1hl ~ o!ths h:\nd Qliipt!om, In web~ priority &ad 
u ~ lhdJ ~ llPfli:uphitis r.o its ... ~ a.ftor ~~llll 
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.. 
~-~~3~'h)~ia~wUhth1.i~~ 
md I.II ~ ~ to pq tlila Tima. Otl.wt ~ ~ ~ om.~ .In 
~wftbtht~,Q~Ujmt.md~~fb.rth@~~. 
ftl~~Md~~· 
, 
U.7 ~ tI1l'/ ai.nd Ill~ ll:ld ~~to a~ p!lrty u:pon 
~ ~ tht l.1nb'bm1 ~ Ccdt, !ncbfina, wi6loot I~ thia of iM 
(i) tberlafit to tab ~onofdlia P~ ~or uy p&lt ~a lo~ 
neb ~~. ~1n41dtia.~ b-the~ ~Oil imd ~oflh!; 
Paood ~.Iliad (il) ~ B~ flit iii~ to ~ble tM ~~ma 
im.b k ~to ~ at a ~place ~hie to ~. A11.'f ~of llillle, 
~li«tll!."~lnbmded ~by ~wffll~to the~~semto~ 
in~ wJ:th the~ htreof &t fea fM (S} dlik,,"i pnM to :it1Ch ~ ~hl!.if comtimta 
c:oom!$clally IUi11lOlllblc ~ta ~. 
6.U Apply tht ~ ~ al'liflJ1 Net~ or any Neit ~ 
~~~Mth~~tothe~o!tba~Oblip:IC!Ula~ 
order.~ Md proptlrtlOll:ll -~an deem to bo ~in lt3 ~ 
6.1.J P'mmi1l nchok ~ q ~ .l'lUIYhave~~~law. 
N~tbe~oftimSdmtotbe~, lf'tlff/BwntofDefiw!t 
u deacribed. m Sl~o.n .s.4(t) or oo IIW.l occt1r, fhcl an mip.Ud &lc:tind OhH~ .d>alJ bG 
~duomd~~llZ'C'/i'lmh«~~O'C~~by~. 
u ~cl~ 'lbs~1XMliMY.pa'OCClldl"'1davafilof11n7~ 
af!ha Property, or my pm~ oraey od!.ctsums collected by~ pumuautto tho N'*a this 
Martpae or the other r.o.n IDll.)' be applied bJ Lender to lh4 ~ oftflO s~ 
~ lnauchpdotif:y md proporticmls llS t.eoo.ln its ~.m.11 dNrn proper. ~ec:t to 
any~law. 
6.3 ruptte OtteD~ Upon tho~ afltO:J BWllitaf~ Londerma,y, 
but wilhlm IEt1 obffp.doo fl) do so imd witboot notice to or ~ on ~ &.M withom 
~~diJm. MJOblfp:ifoa:1~1 Q.1111 tbenmafni!UCb.mm:i.D«mdtoMfi~ 
u Londclrmaydeem ~ tD pro!8Ct tbs fll\Cllrity Mreof. ~ill~ to llilltwupo!l the 
Properly b ~ pu:posa. or ipPfW' in, cWaad. or brio& aay ~ or ~ to p!'Otlilct Its 
fnt«cHin the~ cc to :fim:ialosa tbil ~ orouUoct tba ~ Oblfpticms, md thloc.ot 
a.ad~ tlweiof  ~~· h to the~ perm\tt:od by law). widi 
~upruridad in. thia 8«rtb1, ~ comdtut.eaportiac.of!M ~ ObH~IWld ilhtll bo 
duo lllOd payllblo to Lender upon dmlmd. All 11.Xlh QJltl md ~ by Leader iD 
~ lllOCk BWQt ot Wt °'"hi ~In.~ or brlqblc im;y RICh a:don OIL' 
~•hill ~ b:mn!t at tba dt6ult i:W ~ In the NCCla (the "'Didblt a.i, ftx 1118 
period~ DOtb ft'OlD IAmder that ladl llOlt or cxpcim!l wa ~ Co die da at~ 1ro 
Umdof. AllwohOOS!ll -~klcumdbJ[..qder~witb.fn~~~ at 
the ~R.&tialhall bl dMm.lld m~ a~oftba~~md be~ 
MOR:l'OA~  AGJltDMIN'f AND 11X'I11U m.mG ·' 
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u ![Jilt !1:1illl IJil 11111111 c Jll'llt JI 
j< lf tq l Js1t1:t s I ~" 1 ~ d q ~s ~ ( thi:n ri 
B ··fJti tl~~fllfE fifJE J;lifJ:E f t:IR!l1 ti 
!p·1 ~ -~ij 'lt;itlli l~f~~ lJjt •·~ ~·arr ~ 111111 irllil1l1 1rrf1 ~~~111!1 l!l•tlf i 
I 
~ 
I 
;; - - --- ... i ~ : f f lJ i ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ; t j5 i l f r r ~ t l ~r~~ !r U2 l f ''l!I i=hh!U J .. H ~ 1} 8 J t1-j I f '! i ... .i I ( lli~ ~sli; ( ali 11l'~i • 1111~11 l1~'i ii!J'lil 11[;1 ttifa~ !IJt~l~t ~If~ SQ~~l~~t ~,!~1~ 
--------.,--
A ( t I 
~. This ~Wll ~!Iii ii. &fi illld ~~ill thli! nlCU~ltPOI 
tba ~. ~~tbs llabil.ity of lll111 other~ &bl.$ 
~ot~~ ~mthotltm p,ym.r~cr~tb!ll limtC!fprlcrltyot 
thilil ~ ~ ~. fto.m. dJJH to tim& imd ~~(I)~ qy~IO ~ 
(fl)~ tbi ~ °" ~ 'l:fl1 at tt. terms ot BfY ~ OW!pttca: {lli) pimt ~ 
iMi1~ot(iv)~~dooBorok~wt!h~m~~ 
'·"/ ~ "~· ~- l:fs ~ UAll hwdlori,pt!J9®prlm-~ooticia 
to ~~implldtlw ~-ttll ~ tl.meisupoa ~Ill>~. 
7. U.rfU'1 krimp ~ N~art.y~ In th.a Note ar!.nlh!s~t&> 
tbs~. 1iwl toml ~ fbr  fQ tbs m:tin of~~ but oot ~ta 
ddwlt~llOCI 11$~ c:hcrp &fudI not~ the 1b:nil:I impo;ed bythaiaw:i cf'lhc Sb:k 
olkWlc or. if~·fhe Ull.Om ~ rcJatfnc to maximum l!Jowsibia ~ of'~t. 
~llballnotbc~ to~ ~cripply.u~oa lh$~~by 
tbs N«*. m'1~1n ~at tbs mmmwn lawfl.tl nmi of~ l*n!ltb:d to 1:io ~ o1 
~I.aw. If~w.~col.leetlOC"~ u~e.eyluc.h~meh~ 
tfuit would bllll ~ ~ &ball bllll appllsd to redUQlll tho 1mpll.fd prWdpal ~ of tblJ 
~ bytbtNote. Jltbs Ul'.lplldpritldplf! ~afwah ~Mibooe 
pdd In WiJ, 11111 tc%ill'!t1bi1 ~ ahiill bl paid kl~. 
It. Ne~ All~ or odlmr wrlttan ~ ~ dW1 be d.eemod t.o ba'IG 
baa properly ~ (a) 'Cpotl ditli'YIK1. If ddiwmd fn pone& flt by t&cdmilc tmum[~ with 
~ ~bytlld ~ lbereo~ (b) one (1) busfnaa dllJ E1'1.mrhavfnt beea 
for cvcmEPt ~with 1'111 ~ owmf&ht courlar HrVice, or (c) tlnw (3) ~ daya 
a.fbsr bmDg am ~ fn an,' p01i1t otflce or mall depository .reguJarly mmlTlllrimd by th.a U.S. 
POlllbll Service w Nat by~ et cerililed mail. postr.p ~mum reoeipt ~
~-fbllowl: 
Itto Bal:rowcr: l.222-110 &.mm«Wlnd LLC 
1059 E. Iron ellQle OrM, Sulla lSS 
Eagle, ID 83818 . 
With a cop)' to: ~- Harth 
10516 20ttl St. SE Sulril 100 
E~WA98206 
Attendoo: Palrlc:k MeCourt 
F~No.: 
Itm IAcdrr. In~~ AaeocfatM, Ina. 
2810 W. Ch~ Blvd. Suite TT 
w Vega. fN 89102 
A1fn: Bil Oyw 
Faclimillr. 702 257-0021 
MOJlTGAGE,~ A~ .AMDmnvHJW:NG·U 
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t f i ~a ~ 1 a: l 'Ii 1 rt j ! 1 ;; E i ! ~ t f ~ Ji~ !1lli tlJ!if if rif~ f f !rr ~ ii~ i!tfi tl'f 1~f 1f llf t rJil 1«= ltl 11!11 11'~•''~!111 • !1!1 !I 11~ 1i111 l1l!tlll111t !Ill ti 
,, li(ll lf!~llf f l1t1~ 11'11 f; ~~ 
. 'i ··i"11l~r· if.a 1. .;a • ~1 ~,,1~ '1tJ~~iJ1 I· Ill !fl i ;:Uj hi ·\L"f lf!f fii1 'I! n:. sur 
11 ;ff.I Hf i·f.11hUll .n u Q h h 1'111,J 
1
.§ ~~1i zt(~f p:nn if 
ti litl lt~lt1l~tll rt 
~ 
llil 
~ 
! 
lt.4 Att1ui:1flY'1 JM<J fl)rlta~imt. ~dim.llp«yto Lend«OO~m'f md 
Wl~ioo!~ lepl~i!ud ~·an, IM:um!dorpiildb'/~in.~ 
iti~fn &~orP~~o:r ln~ID)' w:wum~bl.li~otm 
~ lti!ri~~Tdlfl~to tba~orPmcmi! ~. ~1XootU1 
lepl~iac>"!!l!!mW)!l<i~or~·md~orllotm'f~OC-~of 
~~~~Mdl.iC'l!•ll1111fnr.~Mdi~~ldlMDdimit~fi:oot 
bi~ or~ by~- iuc:h ~ iI\11 pfdd b)I B~. 
io.s ~Uom.. nm~ etmillilt tiG chlm.p!. ~~~or~ 
~by m~m writhJ.limdm~i. form. ~byhotb~md ~ 
IIU Clilpd@u. The eaplicm l8t fbrth at 11w h.ssin11m1 of the~~ oltha 
Mcrtpp _.. i'br ~ ooly md a.a not bit Qlld ta~ or~ tho Pfllv£dom ot 
t!WI~ 
10.'1 ~. II~~ of llX@. Ihm oo.o penoa. the oblfpti1* .W 
lidilltiei o(tiach such p:mcm ~ llfl&il ba jomt aa:id ~ 
lo.I lhq>UutsO~~ ThilMart&aFm&)'bi~many~ 
of dupl.icatla oriafnab imd each dupllc:a:i original lhlll be~ to bo morigfnll. Thb 
1'mi1 be~ [n ~ ~ e&<lh olw:bich ~ llball bia ~ lU1 oria:fml 
~ lWd all otwbicb topdler WU coasdmt8 I atap Mcrtpat. The rumn al my periy 
~ 8o ~ tbii Mcttpp, ot"IUif ~~.wu not~ ti:. other id~ 
tram blr oblfp1:fom ~. 
IU J:atint ~ The Note. tbJI Mol'tp;o l!lld the other Loan ~ 
con.rtitutlil the arthc~ iimd ~betWllCilll Boa'OWll&' imd ~whh ~to tba 
trmucflom miaiq bl~ wt& tba Secwed Obliptlom lliOd ~ au prior wrltt.i o.r 
oral ~ndlnp amd qroemeq:ttl batweel1 Bonvwer &lld Leader' with rospcct ~. 
IN wrrNBSS WHBREOF', Borrowec bu~ th!I Mortpp- u ottbe dlQ' md 
yeu first written Elbow. 
M~ &ICtJJUTY AGUJ!ll'lR'fr A1'4D .mcn1R.lli 11LU40 • Jl 
18411•111.,.; 
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Jl~l 
All that ~ of tlv! Flut halt! of the SoutMut: qu.IU:t&r lying South am lftaat 
of tllA ceuterliM of thia Mora Canal in S•ction 32, TOWllJilhip ~ North, ~- 4 
'lfdt, Boiae Miu"idilW, ~County, Icl.aho. 
BX.CliWl'DO Y-~1 
Begi.ml.il'lg at a point Qll thilll South J::ioundary l~ of Ssction 32, To~hip 4 
North, ~ 4 'lfHt, Boiu M«r:idilil.ll, ~ County, Id.!ilio, l, 020 feet: if•st o! 
thcl South.Met corn•r of' Hid Section 321 thence 
Weal: along tho South ~ry lin• ot nid S®Cticn 32, ;a diet«neo of 210 fff!t1 
t~ 
North and paralld to the. But ~:ry liM Of Hid 8GCl:ion 32, ii. di•t4llC4'l of 
350 fHt; ~ 
Baal: and parallel to th.Ill South boundary li.J:l;ia of uid S11etion 33, a d:l.ata.nce of 
270 te•tr thenc:a 
South and p!U'&llel to thlll s.utt l:lound&ry line of -id Section 32, & distElClfl of 
3!50 t-t to tho POmT 01' SBGI?i!mNG. 
BXClll'TllCQ ~' 
Bog.inning at 111 point on the South boundaxy line of uid Section 32, 1515 feet 
We111t of tM Sout.M.&11t oc;rner ot said Seotlon 321 ~
J11.G111t along the south boundary line of said Section 32, a dilllt:am::o of 405 fHt1 
thane• 
North and parallel to thlll Kut bowldiary lirut of said Section 34, a dietarn::e of! 
350 fllHlt; thane& 
:ir.ut and parallel to the south bo\md.ary line of nid Seetion 32, a diet~ of 
405 teet1 thence 
South and );lU'allel to the But bound!lry line ol .eaid Seetion 32, 111. di1111t~ of 
350 tfft to tM POim OF imcmw.um. 
mccn>TIW 'l'RD.D'R.OM I 
Beginning at & point on the South bound..uy l!M of SG1Ction 32, Towi.uihip 4 
M'orth, ~ 4 Weat, Bobe Maridian, Canyon County, Idaho, :.i!JS feet hBI:: of 
the &outtuva11t eol:'QU of 1111Ud Saction l:l1 tbenoe 
Meet along tho south boundary line ot a11id Section 32, a di~ta.nc• of JSO fCMtt 
tlumcG 
Horth Md parallel to tha sut bounda.:ry line of Hid Section 32, .a di111ta.n.oe of 
350 tet1 tMnc!ia 
kot and parallel to the South boundary line of aaid S•ction 32, a diat:a.a.ce o! 
310 feet, thence 
Sou.th and pudlel to thoa !CMt: ~ lim111 of aaid Saation Jl, a di11o1t.mc11 of 
350 fCl!lll: to the RO.In' Oli' BBGDil!imG. 
~~: 
B~inn.ing at the Soutmuu1t cormu: of u!d kctf.tXl 32, Township 4 North, ~ 
.c lfi11111t, Bai•• Meridian, C&nyon county, I&aho1 thence 
W.llit ~ followitl.g' the South bounduy of Secti011 12, a di111tano111 ot 165 h'lllt; 
~
Worth and ~rallol to t.M But bow::dll:ry o! Section ll, 11 di•tanae of 
ap<pl:'OXimately sao .t-t to the c:a.tarlina of tu Mora CM.11.11 tl'l4nee 
following thli c:~tul.f.na of t:M Mora c.a.nal in a SO'uth.lliltJJt dir.c:tion to the 
lhua.t bo1.md.1111:y of k<::tion 32 1 t.h<mt::e . 
SOUth IU!d foll~ the But bow:!dary ot Section 32 !!!pprOXim&tely 505 tHt to 
the b.l.thaia.111t ~ of B<IK.lt:ion 31, TOwnship 4 liortb, ~ t 'Keat, Boiu 
~d:l.im, OM.you County, Ida.ho, tlwi POI!:'r.r 01' BllOUNING. 
AND BXGU?TmG ~: 
Beginc..Ulq at m point 1, 63S fut Wast of the Northe41i!t comu of thlll Horth!iut 
qwu:tu of t.hma Sout:haut qu..ut~r of Section 32, ~hip t llorth, Ranga 4 
'l'H3€11t, Boin Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho1 tb.m:lce 
South on a line pCl.l:allctl with the Ba.lllt ~ lillAll of $dd Northeut ~rter 
of th~ Southli&at quart~r. a diatli'l.llCe of 100 feet, l'!IOnl or l•~a. to tho 
centcrli.IUll of Mora C<ll.IU\l; thmlce 
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~nm 'l'HlmBnoK: 
Bl!lginning at ill point on th® South boundary of S~ion 32, 
Towiulhip 4 Korth, ~ .a Kut, Sobe Mrotridian, CrulyOn C0W1ty, 
Idaho, l,l50 feQt Weat of the Southcuu.it conwr of aaid S@ction 
321 th.enc:• C®.timll.nsJ 
hat along thtil sooth ~ lintt of said Soaticm 32, a dim1tana«rt 
of 530 feet1 ~
Nortb. end J?'-"'"Utll~l to thG l<ut: ~ lille of Hid kction 32, 
• di•t~ of 350 fiMltJ thancc 
Bult and par11111leil to tlua Sou.th bow:ld!l.:ry line of 11dd Section 32, 
a di111t111I1Qfl of 530 ta.ti tharu::e 
SOuth ~ puallel to l:M !ut ~ li.OG of Hid ~tion l:l, 
a. distance of 350 !Get to t.h.e PLi\CB OP BOOI1111NlllG. 
EXCBPTIYG 'l'HBlUil"ROM: 
Beginning at the Southeut corner ot ~ion :u, 'I'oWru!hlp t 
North, Range f ~t, Bobo Maridian, Oil.nyou Cow:lty, Idaho1 thence 
south a9•s1•14• West, •di.at~ of i,aso.oo feot alone the 
Southw:'ly line ot 11!4id Section 32 to a point, thfl anL POINT Oi' 
aoonm:roo, thence 
North o•OJ'32• B:&at llUld parallel to the Salllterly eoction li?Wt of 
11111lid Section 32 boat:Wl!Hm the Southdut IRC'tion co:rmn- 111nd the hat 
quarte..t' corner, a dimtanca of 350.0l ~e<at to a point1 thence 
SOUth 69°57'08" West, a diBtlUICe of 350.~• foot to A pointJ 
thow:::e 
South o•o:z•45• Ra111t, • dif.ltance of 350.00 feet to a point on tho 
Southerly limi of add Section 321 thence 
North 89°!57'14• Bal.111:, a diatance of JS0.00 feet dong the 
SoutbAllrly line of the Hct.ion to a point, the RDL JilODrl' OF 
SEGINNIW. 
; 
Beginning at the Southe&111t corn.r of Billet.ion 32, Tollmi!Uti:p 4 . 
N\:>rtb, R4Ilg'li 4 Heat, BoiH Meridian, Canyon County, Id&ho; thGnc&· 
sou.th u•s1•1t• Wut, a diat111oce o! 2,.430.00 feet along the 
Southerly line of said Section 32 to a point, the. RJDtL POINT OF 
BSQDil.fiNG1 tMncu 
South 89°57'14• ~t, & d.i111tiUlOll ot 350.00 feet along th• section 
line to • point1 th&nc:G 
North 0•02•44• W.et, a di111tanee of 350.00 feet to a point1 thence 
Noxth s9•57•1s• Ka.lit, a distance ot 350.00 fe•t to a point1 
thence 
South 0°02'46• Ba.et, a diat1U1cc of 350.00 fe•t to a point, the 
RD.L romr or BBQilllN!:NG. 
PAJtCJIL X.llJ 
'l"ha Bortllwe•t qwuter of the SOUth6Ut quarter ot Section 32, 
Tow1:1.11hlp. t No,rth, Range 4 w11111t, Doiao Mertdia.n, Canyon county, 
Idaho. 
{ CIOlfl.tinued) 
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Begimling at a point l, EilS !•et 'Hal!it of. tho Northlaut co~ of 
th.lit No;r'",,Juuut quutar of tho Saut:htlast qwu::t11t of l.h111:::tion Jl, 
'l.'oWD.flhip 4 !iorth, Range 4 We.-t, Bobe l".aridi6Ul, ~ County, 
Idaho 1 t:htil.Ce 
South on a lin!i! pi!!.rllllel with the Baat ~ li.rua of 1U1.id 
N'oxt~t q\:.!U"ter of the southeast quartar, 111 disitflllei; of 100 
fGat, more or le&&, ta thfl!i centerline of Morm C<Ul.&11 t~ 
SouthM\Starly .II.long the cantarline of a.aid Mora c:a.rutl eo a 
l, 170 fa.t W@l.lt of tbe lut boundary lt.n. of ciaid l)IQ.~::ie~1111i:; 
quarter of thia south«iut. qwu:t•r1 thizlnce 
Nortll oo a li.rul p.ttilllld with the But ~ line of 111.rld 
N'ort.Mut: qwa:rt•r of the SOuthu.st quitttG:r1 trumce 
Wut 1111loag add ?forth~ lirua to tha POINT OF BXG!~. 
p~ :cxx 
The SoutbWIMt quarter of Sect.ion 3l, 'l'owru!hip 4 North, ~~ 4 
W.illlt, SOirHt Mi!:rid.im, Canyon County, Ida.ho. 
BXCEPTING ~; 
Beginning at the south qwu:ter corner of Section 32, Tl:ntrulhip 4 
Horth, li!Jmge 4 West, SOiH Meddia.n, C~ County, Idaho; tbtit.ca 
Beuth sg•45•00• We.at along the section lin., a diat:.&nea of 770.00 
ffft to the RDL .POINT OP SOOINN!OO; thence 
south 39•45• oo • Wast along the 111etction lina, a di111t~ ot so". so 
fqt to a point; thencllll . 
NQl:th 0•1s•oo• We.11t, a distanc• of 350.00 tmet to a point1 t~ 
>Zo:rth ag•45•00• Bast, a di•tance of 504.BS f111Hat to a point1 
thom:o 
South 0•15•00• But, a diatanca of 350.00 bet to the RlVU.t .POllrl' 
OP BBGnmnlO. 
llXCBPTING 'l'HBRlD"RO.M I 
Beginning 11.t the South quuter cornar of Section 32, Totm11hlp 4 
North, Range 4 Wtuit, Boba Meiidiam, Ca.o.yon County, Idaho; thE1I1Ca 
South 89"45' 00" Wost along the •action lino, a dhtlllnC4 of :uo.oo 
fMt to the RDL POINT 01' Dm1mrIN'a1 thence 
SCN.th 89°45'00 8 W!Nlt along the section line, a distance of 540.00 
feet to a point, th.4u:l.c:e 
North 0•1s•oo• 'li'Ht, a diatanaia of 350.00 feet to a po:l.nt 1 thence 
~o.rth ag•,s•oo• Eaat, a diat&.llee of 540.0o feet to a po:l.nt1 
t.Mnce 
South 0•1s•oo• Bast, a distance of JSO.OO feet to thAt REAL POIN'l' 
OJ' B.llGiwlUJiG. 
UCBPTDi'G~I 
Beginaing at erua SOUthiMlillt corner ol: !::he Southveet:. qu.art111x o.f 
Saotion 32, Town41bip 4 North, Range 4 W111•t, Sobe "6ridi.ui, 
~ count:.y, Id.aho1 rumU..ng thenae 
Kut along tha Sou.th botmdary liruii of nid Sooth.wet quarter, • 
di11t11J>Ce ot. 229.77 t'Mtf runniDg tn.nce 
North at right angles, a distance of 350 f111ct1 running thenoa 
B&lilt at right angles, a distance of 239.77 f••t1 running thane• 
South along t:;hcii Ba111t bauDduy line of u.id SOllth'Weat qwu:ter, a 
dilllt&nell of 350 fHt to theJ PODfr OJ!' BlrGnmmG. 
(OOllltimzcdJ 
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Northe<1.eterly a.long thta centerline of lfU!lid Mol:!lil OiulAl to •point l,170 l~et 
hat of thl!.l But ~:i:y HM of l!Utld Nort~t qu&rtt1r of the South<!Ht 
qua.rt•r1 t.honae 
North on a line J;l<'llX•lhl with thll! :Ei:Ut boundary line of nid quw:1:$r 
of th4i Sout.hlaut quarter 1 tl:Utnce 
'K'O.llt dong Hid. North to bou::i.du:y lino to th«i POI~"?' OJ! m:Gnm:t:NG. 
'.rUCll'L Ill 
Thi!! Southwiti.mt qwartor o! thla Sou.t~t quiu:ter of S11c:tion 34, ~P 4 
Rorth, !Umg<D 4 Itel.It, &oiH !l .. ~n:idii!ln 1 C'~ County, :Cd.ii.ho. 
(c:<:m~ 
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BXanIBl~: 
higinn:l.ng at a point 900 fHt ~rth of the Sout~at cornfllr of 
tho Southwest quarter of S11ction 32, Te~p 4 :Worth, Riiulge .a 
ltut, Boi.H11 Meridian, C'w'tycm County, Ida:ho1 J:."\.lmling l:~e 
lb.alt 0e1 a 11.M parall~l wlth thoa South boundary lirt111 ol! caid 
S«at~t quarter, a d.btanc• of 1,035 feet; rwm.ing thanao 
North ~t right <angl6iili, • di&t&nco of :100 f••t, iaon or liias, to 
the canterliM of Mon e&nal 11.s the &a.lllllt h n0111 loc~t111d; Tilll1:Ung 
theme• 
Nortmr1u1tcu:ly along t1:?4 c:miterlinG ot nid Mora c.mu&l t:o its 
intUHC!tion ot th@ WHt ~ line of IB&id SouthWGait quartci11:·1 
running tb.ance 
South dong tlw WHt boU1'l.d.uy line ot Hid Sou.tmffist ~' 11. 
dist.a.nca of 130 fHt, l'llOH or lua, to th.e POINT ov BWJINJr.ma. 
UCBPTllliG nm:RBFROM1 
BGgi.nning at the N0rtlnttu1t: corner of the South~11t quart11r of 
Section :n, l'owrulhip 4 North, Rlilt'li911 4 West:., Boise Klllridbn, 
Ci1nyou County, Idaho; theru:G 
lr<ut on the llorth boundary of tlul Southwaet quari:Gl:' of Bll!ction 
Ja, • dist4UK:• of 363 te1111t1 t~ 
south para.1111111 to the ifeat boundary of th.la Southw111t quarter of 
seetic:ic 32, to the centulimJ of tho High Lino canal u it now 
exi111t1111 thilmee 
follotiting tho centerlina of the High Line Can.Al in a 
Southni•t•rly direction to th.la intanoction of thllll Waat boundary 
of the Southveat qua:r:ter of Section 321 thenca 
North 111lcmg the Hid lfllllilt boundary to the POINT OF BBOINNIW. 
BXCBPTING THBRBFROH: 
Beginning at th.fa Southllut c:ornar ot Section 32, Township -!\ 
~th. lllmgO 4 West, Doi- Meridian, CADyOn County, Ida.hot t~ 
Wut 11.Dd following the South boWld&ry of .vaid Section 32, a 
diat.lmae of 2,iH0.70 f&et to a point, the~ li'OINT OF 
Bl!IQDlll1DIG I thence 
Kut along the Soutb bound.uy of 111aid Section ll, a diistanca of 
260.00 ~Get, to a point1 thauca 
M>rth at right an.glee, 111. diatance of 350.00 f$Git to a point; 
th.erl.IM 
irut And parallel to the South boul".dary of! said Section 3:il, a 
diatanca of :isa.oo fut to a point1 thence 
sou.th at:. right 4'1llglae, a diet1U1Ce of 350.00 faet to the R.£AL 
PODIT or BliOINNIW. 
Wilder Irrigation Di•t..rict confi:riui water right• are attached 
to tlHI J pa..rc:el.e and vill C'11n1Ulin with thA property u long u 
irrigation teee D.rfil p!ll.id au.rront. 
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EXHIBIT "C" 
DEFENDANT EXTREME LINE LOGISTICS' FIRST SET OF REQUEST FOR 
ADMISSIONS AND INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT INTEGRATED 
FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC. -9-
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. UTA Guarantee Face Page 
(Revised 12175/95) 
First American Title Insurance 
Company 
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND 
THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS OF THIS GUARANTEE, 
First American Title Insurance Company 
a corporation, herein called the Company 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured named in Schedule A against actual monetary loss or damage not exceeding the liability 
amount stated in Schedule A, which the Assured shall sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the 
assurances set forth in Schedule A. 
• EXHIBIT I JL s ~ ~ 
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H 937950 
GUARANTEE 
First Ainerican 
Title Insurance Co111pany 
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 
Caldwell Office 
610 So. Klmbell 
P.O. Box610 
CaldWell, tdaho 83600-061 O 
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1. 
~ SCHEDU 
Except to the extent that specific assuranc 
fpllowing: 
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE OF 
.~rided in Schedule A of this Guarantee, the Co ., 
.,.GUARANTEE 
'.nes no liability for loss or damage by reason of 
(a) Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters against the title, whether or not shown by the public records. 
(b) (1) Taxes or assessments of any taxing authority that levies taxes or assessments on real property; or, (2) Proceedings by a public agency which may resul 
taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not the matters excluded under (1) or (2) are shown by the records of the taxing authority or by 
public records. 
(c) (1) Unpatented mining claims; (2) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (3) water rights, claims or title to wal 
whether or not the matters excluded under (1 ), (2) or (3) are shown by the public records. 
2. Notwitl7standing any specific assu ranees which are provided in Schedule A of this Guarantee, the Company assumes no liability for loss or damage by reason 
the following: 
(a) Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters affecting the title to any property beyond the lines of the land expressly described in the descripti1 
(set forth in Schedule (A), (C) or in Part 2 of this Guarantee, or title to streets, roads, avenues, lanes, ways or water.vays to which such land abuts, or the right to mai 
tain therein vaults, tunnels, ramps or any structure or improvements; or any rights or easements therein, unless such property, rights or easements are expressly a1 
specifically set forth in said description. 
(b) Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters, whether or not shown by the public records; (i) which are created, suffered, assumed or agreE 
to by one or more of the Assureds; (2) which result in no loss to the Assured; or (3) which do not result in the invalidity or potential invalidity of any judicial or nor 
judicial proceeding which is within the scope and purpose of the assurances provided. 
(c) The identity of any party shown or referred to in Schedule A. 
(d) The validity, legal effect or priority of any matter shown or referred to in this Guarantee. 
GUARANTEE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS 
1. Definition of Terms. 
The following terms when used in the Guarantee 
mean: 
(a) the "Assured": the party or parties named as 
the Assured in this Guarantee, or on a supplemental 
writing executed by the Company. 
(b) "land": the land described or referred to in 
Schedule (A)(C). or in Part 2, and improvements affixed 
thereto which by law constitute real property. The term 
"land" does not include any property beyond the lines of 
the area described or referred to in Schedule (A) (C) or 
in Part 2, nor any right, title, interest, estate or easement 
in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways 
or waterways. 
(c) "mortgage": mortgage, deed of trust, trust 
deed, or other security instrument. 
(d) "public records": records established under 
state statutes at Date of Guarantee for the purpose of 
imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real 
property to purchasers for value and without knowledge. 
(e) "date": the effective date. 
2. Notice of Claim to be Given by Assured 
Claimant. 
An Assured shall notify the Company promptly in 
,vriting in case knowledge shall come to an Assured 
iereunder of any claim of title or interest which is 
tdverse to the title to the estate or interest, as stated 
rerein, and which might cause Joss or damage for 
vhich the Company may be liable by virtue of this 
iuarantee. If prompt notice sha// not be given to the 
:ompany, then all liability of the Company shall termi-
ate with regard to the matter or matters for which 
rompt notice is required; provided, however, that failure 
J notify the Company shall in no case prejudice the 
ghts of any Assured under this Guarantee unless the 
ompany shall be prejudiced by the failure and then 
1/y to the extent of the prejudice. 
No Duty to Defend or Prosecute. 
ie Company shall have no duty to defend or prosecute 
1y action or proceeding to which the Assured is a 
,rty, notwithstanding the nature of any allegation in 
ch action or proceeding. 
4. Company's Option to Defend or Prosecute 
Actions; Duty of Assured Claimant to 
Cooperate. 
Even though the Company has no duty to defend 
or prosecute as set forth in Paragraph 3 above: 
(a) The Company shall have the right, at its sole 
option and cost, to institute and prosecute any action or 
proceeding, interpose a defense, as limited in (b), or to 
do any other act which in its opinion may be necessary 
or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest 
as stated herein, or to establish the lien rights of the 
Assured, or to prevent or reduce loss or damage to the 
Assured. The Company niay take any appropriate action 
under the terms of this Guarantee, whether or not it shall 
be liable hereunder, and shall not thereby concede lia-
bility or waive any provision of this Guarantee. If the 
Company shall exercise its rights under this paragraph, 
it shall do so diligently. 
(b) If the Company elects to exercise its options as 
stated in Paragraph 4(a) the Company shall have the 
right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the right 
of such Assured to object for reasonable cause) to rep-
resent the Assured and shall not be liable for and will not 
pay the fees of any other counsel, nor will the Company 
pay any fees, costs or expenses incurred by an Assured 
in the defense of those causes of action which allege 
matters not covered by this Guarantee. 
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an 
action or interposed a defense as permitted by the pro-
visions of this Guarantee, the Company may pursue any 
litigation to final determination by a court of competent 
jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right, in its sole 
discretion, to appeal from an adverse judgment or order. 
(d) rn all cases where this Guarantee permits the 
Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any 
action or proceeding, an Assured shall secure to the 
Company the right to so prosecute or provide for the 
defense of any action or proceeding, and all appeals 
therein, and permit the Company to use, at its option, 
the name of such Assured for this purpose. Whenever 
requested by the Company, an Assured, at the 
Company's expense, shall give the Company all reason-
able aid in any action or proceeding, securing evidence, 
obtaining witnesses, prosecuting or defending the 
action or lawful act which~ eJ£i4pinion of the Company , 
may be necessary or desirable to establish the title t, 
the estate or interest as stated herein, or to establish th1 
lien rights of the Assured. If the Company is prejudice( 
by the failure of the Assured to furnish the requirec 
cooperation, the Company's obligations to the Assurec 
under the Guarantee shall terminate. 
5. Proof of Loss or Damage. 
In addition to and after the notices required under 
Section 2 of these Conditions and Stipulations have 
been provided to the Company, a proof of Joss or dam-
age signed and sworn to by the Assured shall be fur-
nished to the Company within ninety (90) days after the 
Assured shall ascertain the facts giving rise to the loss 
or damage. The proof of loss or damage shall describe 
the matters covered by this Guarantee which constitute 
the basis of loss or damage and shall state, to the extent 
possible, the basis of calculating the amount of the Joss 
or damage. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure 
of the Assured to provide the required proof of Joss or 
damage, the Company's obligation to such Assured 
under the Guarantee shall terminate. In addition, the 
Assured may reasonably be required to submit to exam-
ination under oath by any authorized representative of 
the Company and shall produce for examination, 
inspection and copying, at such reasonable times and 
places as may be designated by any authorized repre-
sentative of the Company, all records, books, ledgers, 
checks, correspondence and memoranda, whether 
bearing a date before or after Date of Guarantee, which 
reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, if 
requested by any authorized representative of the 
Company, the Assured shall grant its per1nission, in 
writing, for any authorized representative of the Com-
pany to examine, inspect and copy all records, books, 
ledgers, checks, correspondence and memoranda in 
the custody or control of a third party, which reasonably 
pertain to the Joss or damage. All information desig-
nated as confidential by the Assured provided to the 
Company pursuant to this Section shall not be disclosed 
to others unless, in the reasonable judgment of tile 
Company, it is necessary in the administration of the 
claim. Failure of the Assured to submit for examination 
under oath, produce other reasonably requested 
information or grant permission to secure reasonably 
necessary information from third ·parties as required 
(o continu~~d) 
in the above paragraph, unless prohibited by law 
governmental regulation, shall terminate any liability of 
the Company under this Guarantee to the Assured for 
that claim. 
6. Options to Payor Otherwise Settle Claims: 
Termination of liability. 
In case of a claim under this Guarantee, the 
Company shall have the following additional options: 
(a) To Payor Tender Payment of the Amount of 
Liability or to Purchase the Indebtedness. 
The Company shall have the option to pay or settle 
or compromise for or in the name of the Assured any 
claim which could result in loss to the Assured within 
the coverage of this Guarantee, or to pay the full amount 
of this Guarantee or, if this Guarantee Is issued for the 
benefit of a holder of a mortgage or a lienholder, the 
Company shall have the option to purchase the indebt-
edness secured by said mortgage or said lien for the 
amount owing thereon, together with any costs, reason-
:tble attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the 
~ssured claimant which were authorized by the 
~ompany up to the time of purchase. 
Such purchase, payment or tender of payment of 
:he full amount of the Guarantee shall terminate all lia-
Jility of the Company hereunder. In the event after 
1otice of claim has been given to the Company by the 
~ssured the Company offers to purchase said indebted-
1ess, the owner of such indebtedness shall transfer and 
issign said indebtedness, together with any collateral 
;ecurity, to the Company upon payment of the purchase 
Jrice. 
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option 
Jrovided for in Paragraph (a)Jhe Company's obligation 
o the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed loss 
ir damage, other than to make the payment required in 
hat paragraph, shall terminate, including any obligation 
o continue the defense or prosecution of any litigation 
or which the Company has exercised its options under 
Jaragraph 4, and the Guarantee shall be surrendered to 
he Company for cancellation. 
(b) To Payor Otherwise Settle With Parties Other 
rhan the Assured or With the Assured Claimant. 
To payor otherwise settle with other parties for or 
n the name of an Assured claimant any claim assured 
1gainst under this Guarantee, together with any costs, 
1ttorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the Assured 
:laimant which were authorized by the Company up to 
he time of payment and which the Company is ob/igat-
:d to pay. 
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option 
irovided for in Paragraph (b) the Company's obligation 
o the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed loss 
ir damage, other than to make the payment required in 
hat paragraph, shall terminate, including any obligation 
o continue the defense or prosecution of any litigation 
or which the Company has exercised its options under 
iaragraph 4. 
Determination and Extent of Liability. 
This Guarantee is a contract of Indemnity against 
ctual monetary Joss or damage sustained or incurred 
1y the Assured claimant who has suffered loss or dam-
ge by reason of reliance upon the assurances set forth 
1 this Guarantee and only to the extent herein 
lescribed, and subject to the Exclusions From Coverage 
,f This Guarantee. 
The liabilitv of the Company under this Guarantee 
Assured shall not exceed the least of: 
(a) the amount of liability stated in Schedule A 
in Part 2; 
(b) the amount of the unpaid principal indebted-
ness secured by the mortgage of an Assured mortgagee, 
as limited or provided under Section 6 of these 
Conditions and Stipulations or as reduced under Section 
9 of these Conditions and Stipulations, at the time the 
loss or damage assured against by this Guarantee 
occurs, together with interest thereon; or 
(c) the difference between the value of the estate 
or interest covered hereby as stated herein and the value 
of the estate or interest subject to any defect, lien or 
encumbrance assured against by this Guarantee. 
8. Limitation of Liability. 
(a) If the Company establishes the title, or 
removes the alleged detect, lien or encumbrance, or 
cures any other matter assured against by this 
Guarantee in a reasonably diligent manner by any 
method, including litigation and the completion of any 
appeals therefrom, it shall have fully performed its 
obligations with respect to that matter and shall not be 
liable for any loss or damage caused thereby. 
(b) In the event of any litigation by the Company or 
with the Company's consent, the Company shall have 
no liability for loss or damage until there has been a final 
determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and 
disposition of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the title, 
as stated herein. 
(c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or 
damage to any Assured for liability voluntarily assumed 
by the Assured in settling any claim or suit without the 
prior written consent of the Company. 
9. Re-diicffon of Ua-offifyo(Termiilation of 
Liability. 
All payments under this Guarantee, except pay-
ments made for costs, attorneys' fees and expenses 
pursuant to Paragraph 4 shall reduce the amount of 
liability pro tanto. 
10. Payment of Loss. 
(a) No payment shall be made without producing 
this Guarantee for endorsement of the payment unless 
the Guarantee has been lost or destroyed, in which case 
proof of loss or destruction shall be furnished to the 
satisfaction of the Company. 
(b) When liability and the extent of loss or damage 
has been definitely fixed in accordance with these 
Conditions and Stipulations, the loss or damage shall be 
payable within thirty (30) days thereafter. 
11. Subrogation Upon Payment or Settlement. 
Whenever the Company shall have settled and 
paid a claim under this Guarantee, all right of subroga-
tion shall vest in the Company unaffected by any act of 
the Assured claimant. 
The Company shall be subrogated to and be 
entitled to all rights and remedies which the Assured 
would have had against any person or property in 
respect to the claim had this Guarantee not been issued. 
If requested by the Company, the Assured shall transfer 
to the Company all rights and remedies against any per-
s.on or property necessary in order to perfect this right 
of subrogation. The Assured shall permit the Company 
to sue, compromise or settle in the name of the Assured 
and to use the name ofJtlwured in any transaction 
or litigation involving tll!istilimhts or remedies. 
If a payment on account of a claim does not fully 
_'er the loss of the Assured the Company shall be 
'-c.·i'1hrri0'1tor1 tfi '.'.lll rif1htc rynrf romorlioC' nf +hn I\ f"<""t tr'r'\f{ 
<JUUIV81.HVU lV U!i ll;:j!lhl •,H,IU lVIHVUIVV VI \.l!\.,I f"\00U!\.JV: 
after the Assured shall have recovered its principal, 
interest, and costs of collection. 
12. Arbitration. 
Unless prohibited by applicable law, either the 
Company or the Assured may demand arbitration pur-
suant to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules of the 
American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters 
may include, but are not limited to, any controversy or 
claim between the Company and the Assured arising out 
of or relating to this Guaran,tee, any service of the 
Company in connection with its issuance or the breach 
of a Guarantee provision or other obligation. All arbitra-
ble matters when the Amount of Liability is $1,000,000 
or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the 
Company or the Assured. All arbitrable matters when 
the amount of liability is in excess of $1,000,000 shall 
be arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company 
and the Assured. The Rules in effect at Date of 
Guarantee shall be binding upon the parties. The award 
may incfude attorneys' fees only if the laws of the state 
in which the land is located permits a court to award 
attorneys' fees to a prevailing party. Judgment upon the 
award rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in 
any court having jurisdiction thereof. 
The law of the situs of the land shall apply to an 
arbitration under the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules. 
A copy of the Rules may be obtained from the 
Company upon request. 
13. liability Limited to This Guarantee; 
Guarantee Entire Contract. 
_ _ _ (a) This GuaranteeJogether _with all endorsermmts, 
if any, attached hereto by the Company is the entire 
Guarantee and contract between the Assured and the 
Company. In interpreting any provision of this 
Guarantee, this Guarantee shall be construed as a 
whole. 
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not 
based on negligence, or any action asserting such 
claim, shall be restricted to this Guarantee. 
(c) No amendment of or endorsement to this 
Guarantee can be made except by a writing endorsed 
hereon or attached hereto signed by either the 
President, a Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant 
Secretary, or validating officer or authorized signatory of 
the Company. 
14. Notices, Where Sent. 
All notices required to be given the Company and 
any statement in writing required to be furnished the 
Company shall include the number of this Guarantee 
and shall be addressed to the Company at 1 First 
American Way, Santa Ana, California 92707. 
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Litigation Guarantee 
(Rev. 12116/92) 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATIONS CONTAINED HEREIN, THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE LIMITS 
OF LIABILITY AND OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS HERETO ANNEXED 
AND MADE A PART OF THIS GUARANTEE, 
First American Title Insurance Company,, 
a California corporation, herein called the Company, 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured .named in Schedule A against loss not exceeding the liability amount stated in Schedule A which 
the Assured shall sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the company hereby gives 
that, according to the public records, as of Date of Guarantee shown in Schedule A: 
1. The title to the herein described estate or interest is vested in the vestee named in Schedule A. 
2. Except for the matters shown in Schedule B, there are no defects, liens, encumbrances or other 
matters affecting title to the estate or interest in the land shown in Schedule A, which matters are 
not necessarily shown in the order of their priority. 
3. a) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown 
in Part II of Schedule 8 are as shown therein. The vestee named in Schedule A and parties 
claiming to have some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown in Part II of 
Schedule B may be necessary parties defendant in an action, the nature of which is referred to 
in Schedule A. 
b) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown 
in Part I of Schedule B may also be necessary parties defendant in an action, the nature of 
which is referred to in Schedule A However, no assurance is given hereby as to those current 
interest holders. 
4. The return addresses for mailing after recording, if any, as shown in each and every document 
referred to in Part II of Schedule 8 by specific recording information, and as shown on the docu-
ment(s) vesting title as shown in Schedule A are as shown in Schedule C. 
THIS LITIGATION GUARANTEE IS FURNISHED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING THE FILING 
OF THE ACTION REFERRED TO IN SCHEDULE A. IT SHALL NOT BE USED OR RELIED UPON FOR ANY 
OTHER PURPOSE. 
First American Title Insurance Company 
.YArrc/. PRESIDENT 
ATIEST m ~ti._ ~ SECRETARY 
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., 
Order No.: 
200803959 
Customer Ref. No.: 
1. Name of Assured: 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULE A 
Litigation No.: 
H-937950 
Liabilitv: 
$129,842.20 
Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty and Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
2. Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30 AM 
Fee: 
$695.00 
3. This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purpose of facilitating the filing of an action to 
To Foreclose Lien Instrument No. 2007081816 
4. The estate or interest in the land hereinafter described or referred to covered by this Guarantee is: 
Fee Simple 
5. Title to said estate or interest at the date hereof is vested in: 
L202-1 ID Peregrine Estates, LLC., a Washington limited liability company 
6. The land referred to in this Guarantee is described as follows: 
SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A 
Schedule A page I of 1 page(s) 
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File No.: 200803959 
EXHIBIT A 
PARCEL I 
A parcel of land located in the Northeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 
Township 3 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northwest corner of the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 
13 (West Quarter corner), Township 3 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho; 
thence along the North line of the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of said Section 13 
North 89°56'48" East 1330.45 feet to the Northwest corner of said Northeast Quarter of the 
Southwest Quarter, the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING of this description; thence along the North line 
of the Northeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter 
North 88°56'48" East 1157.10 feet to a point on the centerline of the upper embankment drain; 
thence along said centerline 
South 06°38'54" East 929.33 feet to a point; thence 
South 89°00'00" West 1266.86 feet to a point on the West line of said Northeast Quarter of the 
Southwest Quarter; thence along said West line 
North 00°08'03" East 923.92 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL II 
A parcel of land located in the West Half of the Southwest Quarter of Section 13, Township 3 North, 
Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northwest corner of the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 
13 (West Quarter corner), Township 3 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, Canyon County, Idaho; 
thence along the West line of the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of said Section 13 
South 00°03'44" West 1322.22 feet to the Northwest corner of the Southwest Quarter of said 
Southwest Quarter; thence along the North line of said Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter 
North 89°00'00" East 25.00 feet to the East right-of-way for Lake Avenue, the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING of this description; thence along said North line and the North line of the Southwest 
Quarter of said Southwest Quarter 
North 89°00'00" East 1776.80 feet to a point; thence 
South 00°56'24" East 1323.69 feet to a point on the South line of said Southwest Quarter; thence 
along said South line 
South 89°03'11" West 689.79 feet to a point; thence 
North 00°57'07" West 435.60 feet to a point; thence 
South 89°03'11" West 200.00 feet to a point; thence 
North 00°57'07" West 867.27 feet to a point 20 feet South of the North line of said Southwest 
Quarter of the Southwest Quarter; thence along a line 20 feet South of and parallel to said North line 
South 89°00'00" West 887.09 feet to a point on the East right-of~way for Lake Avenue; 
thence along said East right-Of-way 
North 00°02'44" East 20.00 feet to the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING. 
NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUI'vIENT APPEARS TO HA VE 
ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. 
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•; 
Order Number: 
200803959 
First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULER 
Exceptions 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30:00 
AM 
Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title: 
Part I: 
Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
1. General taxes for the year 2007, which are a lien, of which the first half is delinquent and the 
second half is due and payable on or before June 20, 2008 and not delinquent until after said date. 
Account No. R32815000 0. (Parcel I) 
2. General taxes for the year 2007, which are a lien, of which the first half is delinquent and the 
second half is due and payable on or before June 20, 2008 and not delinquent until after said date. 
Account No. R328040110. (Parcel II) 
3. Liens and assessments of Pioneer Irrigation District, and the rights and powers of said district as 
by law provided. No search made. 
4. Reservations in United States Patent or State Deeds. 
5. Rights of way for irrigation and drainage ditches and canals and roads, including but not limited 
to Upper Embankment Drain. (Affects Parcel I) 
6. Rights of way for irrigation and drainage ditches and canals and roads, including but not limited 
to Orchard Avenue and Phyllis Canal. (Affects Parcel II) 
7. Easement as granted by STEVE DAGGER and MARIA T. DAGGER, to THE MOUNTAIN 
STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMP ANY by instrument recorded December 3, 
1987 as Instrument No. 8725074, records of Canyon County, Idaho; for operation, maintenance 
and repair of its lines. 
Affects: The exact location of easement is not disclosed in the instrument. (Affects Parcel 1) 
8. All matters, covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements and any rights, interests or claims 
which may exist by reason thereof, disclosed by Property Line Adjustment Record of Survey 
recorded November 20, 2003 as Instrument No. 200371984, but deleting any covenant, condition 
or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, 
sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent such covenants, conditions or 
restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c). (Affects Parcel II) 
Schedule B page 1 of 1 page( s) 
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Order Number: 
200803959 
First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULER 
Exceptions 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30:00 
AM 
Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
9. AH matters, covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements and any rights, interests or claims 
which may exist by reason thereof, disclosed by Record of Survey recorded April 6, 2004 as 
Instrument No. 200418176, but deleting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a 
preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial 
status, or national origin to the extent such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 
3604(c). (Affects Parcel II) 
10. All matters, covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements and any rights, interests or claims 
which may exist by reason thereof, disclosed by Record of Survey recorded December 8, 2004 as 
Instrument No. 200467170, but deleting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a 
preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial 
status, or national origin to the extent such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 
3604(c). (Affects Parcels I & II) 
11. Development Agreement upon the terms, conditions and provisions contained therein: 
Dated: April 13, 2007 
Parties: City of Caldwell, a municipal corporati_on and L-202-1 ID Peregrine Estates 
Recorded: May 22, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007035005, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. (Affects Parcels I & II) 
12. A Mortgage and Fixture Filing to secure an indebtedness of $2,800,000.00 as shown below, and 
any other obligation secured thereby. 
Dated: June 1, 2006 
Mortgagor: L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES, LLC 
Mortgagee: CENTRUM FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC. 
Recorded: June 1, 2006 as Instrument No. 200642591, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Re-Recorded: June 16, 2006 as Instrument No. 200647703, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO TIDS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO 
HA VE ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. (Affects Parcels I & II and other property) 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage and Fixture Filing which names. 
As Assignee: FORTUNE BANK 
Recorded: December 18, 2006 as Instrument No. 2006099539 records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
NOTE: THIS ASSIGNMENT HAS AN INCORRECT LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED. 
Schedule B page 2 of2 page(s) 
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41' p. 
Order Number: 
200803959 
First American Title Insurance Corn pany 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULEB 
Exceptions 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30:00 
AM 
Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage and Fixture Filing which names 
As Assignee: FORTUNE BANK 
Recorded June 4, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007000870 records of Canyon County, Idaho. 
NOTE: TIIlS ASSIGNMENT HAS AN INCORRECT LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED. 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage and Fixture Filing which names 
As Assignee: CENTRUM FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC., a Washington corporation 
Recorded February 5, 2007 as Instrument No. 200708606 records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
NOTE: THIS ASSIGNMENT HAS AN INCORRECT LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED. 
13. A Mortgage and Fixture Filing to secure an indebtedness of $1,200,000.00 as shown below, and 
any other obligation secured thereby. 
Dated: June 1, 2006 
Mortgagor: L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES, LLC a Washington limited liability 
Mortgagee: 
Recorded: 
company 
CENTRUM FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC. 
June 1, 2006 as Instrument No. 200642582, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
Re-Recorded: June 16, 2006 as Instrument No. 200647702, records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO 
HA VE ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. (Affects Parcels I & II and other property) 
An Assignment of the beneficial interest under said Mortgage which names 
As Assignee: BINGO INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Washington limited liability company 
Recorded August 3, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007053925 records of Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO 
HA VE ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. 
An Agreement which states that this instrument was subordinated to an instrument: 
Recorded: June 1, 2006 as Instrument No. 200642591 
Re-recorded June 16, 2006 as Instrument No. 200647703, 
By Agreement Recorded: August 8, 2006 as Instrument No. 200664416, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
Schedule B page 3 of3 page(s) 
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Order Number: 
200803959 
First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULE B 
Exceptions 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30:00 
AM 
Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
14. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $129,842.20, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: October 24, 2007 
Grantor: L202-1 ID PEREGRJNE, LLC 
Trustee: TRANSNATION TITLE AND ESCROW, INC., a Delaware corporation 
Beneficiary: EXTREME LINE CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
Recorded: November 2, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007073040, records of Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO 
HA VE ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. (Affects Parcels I & II and other property) 
15. Claim of Lien against L202-1 ID Peregrine, LLC in favor of Extreme Line Construction, Inc., in 
the original amount of $129,842.20, recorded December 19, 2007 as Instrument No. 2007081816, 
records of Canyon County, Idaho. NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO 
THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO HA VE ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. (Affects Parcels 
I & II and other property) 
Part II: 
16. Claim of Lien against L202-l ID Peregrine Estates, LLC in favor of SPF Water Engineering, 
LLC, in the original amount of $798.00, recorded January 11, 2008 as Instrument No. 
2008001986, records of Canyon County, Idaho. (Affects Parcels I & II) 
NOTE: THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO CONTAIN AN JN COMPLETE LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION 
17. A Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness of $13,308.80, and any other amounts as therein 
provided, payable under the terms, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
Dated: January 11, 2008 
Grantor: L202-1 ID PEREGRJNE, LLC 
Trustee: TRANSNATION TITLE AND ESCROW, INC., a Delaware corporation 
Beneficiary: CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP 
Recorded: January 11, 2008 as Instrument No. 2008002078, records of Canyon 
Idaho. 
Schedule B page 4 of 4 page(s) 
Order Number: 
200803959 
First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
SCHEDULEB 
Exceptions 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30:00 
AM 
Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
NOTE: THE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS TO 
HA VE ERRORS CONTAINED HEREIN. (Affects Parcels I & II and other property) 
18. Claim of Lien against Union Land Company, Inc and L202-1 ID Peregrine Estates, LLC in favor 
of Stanley Consultants, Inc., in the original amount of $155,441.40, recorded February 22, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 2008009209, records of Canyon County, Idaho. (Affects Parcels I & II and other 
property) 
Schedule B page 5 of 5 page(s) 
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First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Order Number: 
200803959 
SCHEDULEC 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30 AM 
Exception No./Recording Information/Mailing Address, (per County Records): 
L202-1 ID Peregrine Estates, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive 
Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive 
Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive 
Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Centrum Financial Services, Inc., a Washington corporation 
2101 Fourth Avenue, Suite 1300 
Seattle, WA 98121 
Bruce Berreth 
Centrum Financial Services, Inc. 
PO Box2243 
Seattle, WA 98111-2243 
Bingo Investments, LLC, a Washington limited liability company 
10500 N.E. 81h Street, No 1825 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
8145 E Colter Bay Drive 
Nampa, ID 83687 
Schedule C page I of I page(s) 
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Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
First American Title Insurance Company 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Order Number: 
200803959 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
doing business as 
Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
Casey M. Daniels, President 
8145 E Colter Bay Drive 
Nampa, ID 83687 
John Tansey 
Conger Management Group 
405 S.8th St., Suite 290 
Boise. Idaho 83702 
James David Conger, President 
Conger Management Group 
405 S.8th St., Suite 290 
Boise. Idaho 83702 
SCHEDULEC 
Date of Guarantee: 
April 18, 2008 at 7:30 AM 
Christian R. Petrich, Registered Agent for 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC 
600 E. River Park Lane Suite #105 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
225 Iowa Ave 
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
C/O CT Corporation System, Registered Agent 
1111 W. Jefferson Suite 530 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
C/O Eric B. Nelson 
Givens Pursley LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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Litigation Number: 
H-937950 
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Canyon Idaho Page I of 2 
Property Info 
Parcel 
Print View 
Land 
Improvements 
Transfer History 
Value History 
Tax Record 
Searches 
Address 
Parcel Number 
Owner 
Legal Desc. 
Functions 
Welcome Page 
Login I Logout 
Property Search 
Mapping 
Help 
Contact Us 
Subscriptions 
!!' 1 
Canyon County, Assessor 
Gene Kuehn, Assessor 
I 
Parcel Number 
32815000 0 
Owner Name 
Mailing Address 
Transfer Date 
Document# 
Deed Book/Page 
Site Address 
0 LAKE AVE NA ID, NA 
075-00 
001, 
Owner Information 
L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES LLC 
10515 20TH ST STE 100 
EVERETI WA 98205 
06/01/2006 
200642580 
Location I Description 
Section & Plat 
['~] 1~11"~1 
Site Provided by ... 
governmax.com Tu 3 
Parcel Number 
1 of 1 
Current Total Assessed Value 
$20,300 
Tax District 
Canyon County 
Parcel Address 
Deeded Acreage 
0 LAKE AVE NA ID, NA 
25.2800 
Routing# 
Legal Desc. 13-3N-3W SWTX 06503 IN NESW-S & W OF UPPER 
EMBANKMENT ORA IN 
Parcel Type Topography 
Property Class Code 
Neighborhood Code 
Neighborhood Factor 
Street I Road Code 
Current Land Value 
102 - Irrigated pasture land Level Ground 
200000 High 
.00 
A 
Low 
Rolling 
Swampy 
Assessment Information 
$20,300 Residential Land 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Services 
Water N 
Sewer N 
Natural Gas N 
Electricity N 
Sidewalk N 
Alley N 
$0 Adjustment Factor 0.00 
c.o 
r-
N 
;y 
Current Imp. Value $0 Residential Imp. $0 Average Value I Acre 
Current Total Assessed Value $20,300 Residential Total $0 Appraisal Date 
Commercial Land $20,300 Non-Res Land $0 Reason For Change 
Commercial Imp. $0 Non-Res Imp. $0 Prior Land Value 
Commercial Total $20,300 Non-Res Total $0 Prior Imp. Value 
Dwelling Valw:1 $0 Classified Land Value $0 
Farmland Value $0 Homesite Value $0 
(THIS INFORMATION IS FOR REFERENCE USE OF CANYON COUNTY ONLY) 
(IT MAY CONTAIN ERRORS, AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE) 
Prilltl <<First <Previous Next> Last>> 
Disclaimer I Privacy 
i'""<t~d\I)' 
MANAT~N. 
http:/ /id-canyon-assessor. governmax.comJpropertymax/GR M fi,, 1--. 
MWtV~J<ZZ#l§?:!U';.'!n1'•••''"'"-~ -
&IM11111111ll! 
Page 2 of2 
$0 
2/17/2006 
01 
$21,300 
$0 
r-
t'-
N 
Canyon County, Idaho 
/.' Canyon County, Idaho 
}' 
Tax Record 
Last Update: 
Details 
PIN AIN 
32815000 0 C000000134900 
Current Owner 
L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES LLC 
10515 20TH ST STE 100 
EVERETT WA 98205 
Owner of Record 
L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES LLC 
Lender 
Page 1 of 2 
generated on 412812008 5:22:00 PM EST 
Tax Roll Tax Year Bill Number 
Real Property 2007 2007004054 
Situs 
0 LAKE AVE 
Legal Description 
13-3N-3W SWTX 06503 IN NESW-S & W OF UPPER 
EMBANKMENT DRAIN 
TAG 
001-03 
Assessment Information 
Authority Exempt Taxable Rate Gross Credits Net Savings Tax 
112 PEST CONTROL 
PEST CONTROL 0 20,300 0.00005085 1.02 0.00 1.02 0.00 
653 AMBULANCE DISTRICT 
AMBULANCE-GENERAL 0 20,300 0.000175598 3.56 0.00 3.56 0.00 
699 CANYON HWY #4 
HIGHWAY-ROAD 0 20,300 0.000346935 7.04 0.00 7.04 0.00 
HIGHWAY-SPECIAL BRIDGE 0 20,300 0.000735524 14.92 0.00 14.92 0.00 
HIGHWAY-TORT CLAIMS 0 20,300 0.000019044 0.40 0.00 0.40 0.00 
JUDGEMENTS 0 20,300 0.000000048 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
770 V ALLIVUE SCHOOL DIST #139 
JUDGEMENTS 0 20,300 0.000017926 0.36 0.00 0.36 0.00 
SCHOOLS-BOND REDEMPTION 0 20,300 0.002512781 51.02 0.00 51.02 0.00 
SCHOOLS-EMERGENCY 0 20,300 0.0006 12.18 0.00 12.18 0.00 
SCHOOLS-OVERRIDE BY ELECTION 0 20,300 0.001570488 31.88 0.00 31.88 0.00 
SCHOOLS-PLANT FACILITIES 0 20,300 0.000523496 10.62 0.00 10.62 0.00 
SCHOOLS-TORT CLAIMS 0 20,300 0.00000535 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 
998 CANYON COUNTY 
ASSESSOR'S REAPPRAISAL 0 20,300 0.000142105 2.88 0.00 2.88 0.00 
CHARITY 0 20,300 0.000065068 1.32 0.00 1.32 0.00 
COUNTY FAIR 0 20,300 0.000026884 0.54 0.00 0.54 0.00 
CURRENT EXPENSE 0 20,300 0.001970447 40.00 0.00 40.00 0.00 
DISTRICT COURT 0 20,300 0.000084893 1.72 0.00 1.72 0.00 
HEAL TH DISTRICT 0 20,300 0.000063961 1.30 0.00 1.30 0.00 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 0 20,300 0.00001687 0.34 0.00 0.34 0.00 
JUSTICE 0 20,300 0.001462323 29.70 0.00 29.70 0.00 
PARK'S & RECREATION 0 20,300 0.000044814 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 
~ <lf\A ti /"'1 O f.-.,f\f\O 
;( 
.Y 
I TORT 
WEED CONTROL 
Period 
First 
Second 
No Records Found 
I 
I 
-·· .... - .... . .... - -
Due Date 
12/20/2007 
612012008 
ol ,..,(' .. 3"" I " ,...,., ..................... 99 I LV, VU U.UUUU.:J(j(j 
o I 20,300 I o.000012s34 
. -·· .. -···- .. 
. .... . .... - ····· ~ .... 
Installment 
Tax Penalty/Fee 
$!06.44 $0.00 
$106.44 $0.00 
Prior Year Taxes Due 
Page 2of2 
0.781 0.00 I I ' 0.78 0.00. 
0.26 I 0.00 0.26 0.00 
Total Net Tax 212.88 
- ................. .. 
Interest Total Due 
$0.00 $106.44 
$0.00 $106.44 
PaylnFull $212.88 
/,...,()fr"\(\("\() 
~ 
Property Info 
Parcel 
Print View 
Land 
Improvements 
Transfer History 
Value History 
Tax Record 
Searches 
Address 
Parcel Number 
Owner 
Legal Desc. 
Functions 
Welcome Page 
Login I Logout 
Property Search 
Mapping-+ 
.. Canyon County, Assessor 
· ·· Gene Kuehn, Assessor 
I 
Parcel Number 
32804011 0 
Owner Name 
Mailing Address 
Transfer Date 
Document# 
Deed Book/Page 
Tax District 
Canyon County 
Parcel Address 
Deeded Acreage 
Site Address 
0 ORCHARD AVE NA ID, NA 
075-00 
001 J 
Owner Information 
L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES LLC 
10515 20TH ST STE 100 
EVERETT WA 98205 
06/01/2006 
200642580 
Location I Description 
Section & Plat 
Routing# 
0 ORCHARD AVE NA ID, NA 
25.0200 
Legal Desc. 
Pagelof2 
Site Provided by ... 
governmax.com Tu 1 
Parcel ~lumber 
1of1 
Current Total Assessed Value 
$25,260 
13-3N-3W SW TX 06504 IN S 112 SW 
Help Parcel Type Topography Services 
Contact Us 
Subscriptions Property Class Code 101 - Irrigated Ag Land Vacant Level Ground 
Neighborhood Code 200000 
Neighborhood Factor .00 
Street I Road Code A 
Current Land Value 
High 
Low 
Rolling 
Swampy 
Assessment Information 
$25,260 Residential Land 
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N Water N 
N Sewer N 
N Natural Gas N 
N Electricity N 
N Sidewalk N 
Alley N 
$0 Adjustment Factor 0.00 
0 
co 
N 
~ 
\ .. _,.aJ.lJ Vll 
' 
Imp. Value $0 Residential Imp. $0 Average Value I Acre 
Current Total Assessed Value $25,260 Residential Total $0 Appraisal Date 
Commercial Land $25,260 Non-Res Land $0 Reason For Change 
Commercial imp. $0 Non-Res Imp. $0 Prior Land Value 
Commercial Total $25,260 Non-Res Total $0 Prior Imp. Value 
Dwemng Value $0 Classified Land Value $0 
Farmland Value $0 Homesite Value $0 
(THIS INFORMATION IS FOR REFERENCE USE OF CANYON COUNTY ONLY) 
(IT MAY CONTAIN ERRORS, AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE) 
Print I <<First <Previous Next> Last>> 
Disclaimer I Privacy 
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;),Canyon County, Idaho 
Tax Record 
Last Update: 
Details 
PIN AIN 
32804011 0 C00000136010 
Current Owner 
L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES LLC 
10515 20TH ST STE 100 
EVERETT WA 98205 
Owner of Record 
L202-1 ID PEREGRINE ESTATES LLC 
Lender 
generated on 412812008 5:28:28 PM EST 
Tax Roll Tax Year Bill Number 
Real Property 2007 2007004041 
Situs 
0 ORCHARD AVE 
Legal Description 
13-3N-3W SW TX 06504 INS 1/2 SW 
TAG 
001-03 
Assessment Information 
Authority Exempt Taxable Rate Gross Credits Net Savings Tax 
112 PEST CONTROL 
PEST CONTROL 0 25,260 0.00005085 1.28 0.00 1.28 0.00 
653 AMBULANCE DISTRICT 
AMBULANCE-GENERAL 0 25,260 0.000175598 4.44 0.00 4.44 0.00 
699 CANYON HWY #4 
HIGHWAY-ROAD 0 25,260 0.000346935 8.76 0.00 8.76 0.00 
HIGHWAY-SPECIAL BRIDGE 0 25,260 0.000735524 18.58 0.00 18.58 0.00 
HIGHWAY-TORT CLAIMS 0 25,260 0.000019044 0.48 0.00 0.48 0.00 
JUDGEMENTS 0 25,260 0.000000048 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
770 V ALLIVUE SCHOOL DIST #139 
JUDGEMENTS 0 25,260 0.000017926 0.46 0.00 0.46 0.00 
SCHOOLS-BOND REDEMPTION 0 25,260 0.002512781 63.46 0.00 63.46 0.00 
SCHOOLS-EMERGENCY 0 25,260 0.0006 15.16 0.00 15.16 0.00 
SCHOOLS-OVERRIDE BY ELECTION 0 25,260 0.001570488 39.68 0.00 39.68 0.00 
SCHOOLS-PLANT FACILITIES 0 25,260 0.000523496 13.22 0.00 13.22 0.00 
SCHOOLS-TORT CLAIMS 0 25,260 0.00000535 0.14 0.00 0.14 0.00 
998 CANYON COUNTY 
ASSESSOR'S REAPPRAISAL 0 25,260 0.000142105 3.58 0.00 3.58 0.00 
CHARITY 0 25,260 0.000065068 1.64 0.00 1.64 0.00 
COUNTY FAIR 0 25,260 0.000026884 0.68 0.00 0.68 0.00 
CURRENT EXPENSE 0 25,260 0.001970447 49.78 0.00 49.78 0.00 
DISTRICT COURT 0 25,260 0.000084893 2.14 0.00 2.14 0.00 
HEAL TH DISTRICT 0 25,260 0.000063961 1.62 0.00 1.62 0.00 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 0 25,260 0.00001687 0.42 0.00 0.42 0.00 
J_USTICE 0 25,260 0.001462323 36.94 0.00 36.94 0.00 
PARK'S & RECREATION 0 25,260 0.000044814 1.14 0.00 1.14 0.00 
TORT 0 25,260 0.000038899 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 
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Installment 
Period Due Date Tax Penalty/Fee Interest Total Due 
First 12/20/2007 $132.45 $0.00 $0.00 $132.45 
Second 6/20/2008 $132.45 $0.00 $0.00 $132.45 
PaylnFull $264.90 
Prior Year Taxes Due 
No Records Found 
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Michael 0. Roe, ISB No. 4490 
Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
mor@moffatt.com 
rar@moffatt.com 
23690.0002 
0 7 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J 
Attorneys for Defendants Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Named Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, et al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, et al., 
Defendants. 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL 
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S CROSS-
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMNIARY JUDGMENT - 1 
286 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SlJMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. ("IF A"), by and through undersigned counsel 
of record, and moves this Corni, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for 
summary judgment on Extreme Line Logistic, Inc. 's Cross-Claim and Counterclaim seeking 
foreclosure of the Claim of Lien recorded in Canyon County as Instrument Number 2007081815 
on December 19, 2007. This motion is supported by the Combined Memorandum in Opposition 
to Extreme Line Logistic, Inc.' s Motion for Summary Judgment and in Suppo1i of IF A's Cross-
Motion for Summary Judgment filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this ~ay of December, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
Rebecca A. Rainey- Of ;h; 
By~ ,:;:j'/~ 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and 
Certain Other Named Defendants . 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 Client:1445656.1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Phay of December, 2009, I caused a true 
and conect copy of the foregoing INTEGRATED FINANCIAL INC.'S 
CROSS-IVIOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRi\1AN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax (208) 331-1529 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. d/bla 
Knife River 
David E. Wislmey 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Facsimile (208) 342-5749 
Attorneys for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, 
L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID 
Summerwind, LLC, and Union Land Company, 
LLC, Kerry Angelos 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 343-5200 
Attorneys for PMA, Inc. 
Richard B. Eismam1 
EISMAi\1N LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Facsimile (208) 466-4498 
Attorneys for Riverside, Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
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Client: ~445656.1 
Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURi"TBOW MCKLVEEN 
&JONES 
1111 W. Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Maiiin C. Hendrickson 
Elizabeth M. Donick 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bam10ck 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Facsimile 800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine St. 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Facsimile (208) 459-4573 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedict and 
Carol L. Benedict 
Tom Mehiel, President 
VALLEY HYDRO, INC. 
1904 E. Beech St. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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Michael 0. Roe, ISB No. 4490 
Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525 
MOFFATT, THO::VIAS, BAR..'f(ETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
mor@moffatt.com 
rar@rnoffatt.com 
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DEC 0 7 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J DRAKE, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Ce1iain Other Named Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, et al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a Kl~IFE 
RNER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, et al., 
Defendants. 
Case N . -CV08-~consolidated with 
CV08-425 8-11321 
COMBINED MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO EXTRElYIE LINE 
LOGISTICS, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN 
SUPPORT OF INTEGRATED 
FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMlYIARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMBINED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO EXTREME LINE 
LOGISTICS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN 
SUPPORT OF INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 Client: 1442573_ 1 
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CONGER MANAGEMENT GROTJP, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWil\TD, LLC, an Idaho 
corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. ("IFA"), by and through 
undersigned counsel of record, and hereby files this combined memorandum in opposition to 
Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 's motion for summary judgment and in support of Integrated 
Financial Associates, Inc.' s cross-motion for summary judgment. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This is a simple case in which Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. ("Extreme Line"), 
holder of mechanic's lien rights under Idaho Code Section 45-501, et. seq., lost such lien rights 
because it failed to exercise the same within the limitations period required by Idaho law. In its 
motion for summary judgment, Extreme Line focuses solely on the actions taken to establish its 
lien rights and asserts the priority thereof. Conspicuously absent from Extreme Line's 
memorandum in support of its motion for summary judgment is any discussion regarding the 
statutory requirement that Extreme Line file an action to enforce its lien within the six month 
time frame mandated by Idaho Code Section 45-510 or any discussion regarding why the failure 
to meet this statutory requirement should not result in the invalidation of such lien. As the 
following combined memorandum in opposition to Extreme Line's motion for summary 
judgment and in support of IF A's cross-motion for summary judgment demonstrates, Extreme 
COMBINED lVIEMORAl"\fDUM IN OPPOSITION TO EXTREME LINE 
LOGISTICS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUM.MARY JUDGMENT Al"\TD IN 
SUPPORT OF INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.'S 
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Line's failure to file an action to foreclose on its materialman's lien within the statutory time 
frame renders such lien ineffective against the property and deprives this Court of jurisdiction to 
enter a decree of foreclosure respecting the same. 
II. UNDISPUTED FACTS 
l. On December 19, 2007, Extreme Line recorded a Notice and Claim of 
Line as Instrument Number 2007081815 in the office of the Canyon County Recorder (the 
"Mechanic's Lien"). Affidavit of Casey Daniels in Supp01i of Motion for Summary Judgment, 
filed on or about October 14, 2009, Exhibit B. 
2. On July 24, 2008, Extreme Line responded to the suit first filed by Hap 
Taylor and Sons, Inc. clJb/a/ Knife River by filing an Answer, Cross-Claim and Counterclaim. 
The Cross-Claim and Counterclaim included a cause of action to foreclose on the Mechanic's 
Lien. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc.' s Answer, Counterclaim and Crossclaim filed July 24, 2008, 
in Case No. CV08-425 l C. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
In Bade!! v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988), the Idaho 
Supreme Court adopted the summary judgment standard announced by the United States 
Supreme Court in Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986). Thus, under Idaho law, 
"[t]he moving party is entitled to judgment when the nonmoving paiiy fails to make a showing 
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that paiiy's case on which that 
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." 115 Idaho at 102, 765 P .2d at 127. As the court 
stated in Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952, 842 P.2d 288 (Ct. App. 1992): 
COlVIBINED MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO EXTREME LINE 
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A party opposing a motion for summary judgment has the burden 
of presenting sufficient evidence to establish a triable issue which 
arises from the facts, and a genuine issue of fact is not created by a 
mere scintilla of evidence. . . . Summary judgment is proper if the 
evidence before the court on the motion would warrant a directed 
verdict if the case were to go [to] trial. Id. Fmiher, a nonmoving 
party's failure to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of cm element essential to that party's case, on which 
that party will bear the burden of proof at trial, requires the entry 
of summary judgment. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, supra; see also 
I.RC.P. 56(c). "In such a situation, there can be no 'genuine issue 
as to any material fact,' since a complete failure of proof 
concerning an essential element of the nonmoving paiiy's case 
necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." Celotex Corp. v. 
Catrett, 477 U.S. at 322-23, 106 S.Ct. at 2552. 
Jarman, 122 Idaho at 955-56, 842 P.2d at 291-92 (emphasis added) (citation omitted), overruled 
on other grounds by Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 158 P.3d 937 (2007). See also Nelson v. 
Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 707, 99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (Ct. App. 2004) ("The language 
and reasoning of Celotex ha[ve] been adopted in Idaho."); Nelson v. City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 
199, 202, 911 P.2d 1111, 1114 (1996); Olsen v. J A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 720-21, 791 
P.2d 1285, 1299-1300 (1990); Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho 771, 774, 828 P.2d 334, 337 (Ct. 
App. 1992). 
A motion for summary judgment should not be regarded with disfavor as the 
United States Supreme Court stated in Celotex: 
[s]ummary judgment procedure is properly regarded not as a 
disfavored procedural sh01icut, but rather as an integral part of the 
Federal Rules as a whole, which are designed "to secure the just, 
speedy and inexpensive determination of every action." 
Celotex, 477 U.S. at 317 (citation omitted). In opposing the motion, '"a mere scintilla of 
evidence or slight doubt as to facts' is not sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of 
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summary judgment." See Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 996 
P.2d 303, 307 (2000), citing Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594, 596 (1998). 
The nonmoving party "must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts 
showing there is a genuine issue for trial." Id., citing Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 
145, 150, 868 P.2d 473, 478 (1994). 
"The fact that both paiiies file motions for summary judgment does not 
necessarily mean that there are no genuine issues of material fact." Banner Life Ins. Co. v. The 
Dixon Irrevocable Tr., 206 P.3d 481 (citing l.;foss v. Jvfid-Am. Fire & Jvfarine Ins. Co., 103 Idaho 
298, 302, 647 P.2d 754, 758 (1982)). "Conflicting evidentiary facts ... must still be viewed in 
favor of the nonmoving party." Id. (citing Argyle v. Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668, 670, 691 P.2d 
1283, 1285 (Ct.App. 1984)). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
Extreme Line is not entitled to a declaration of priority or a decree of foreclosure 
regarding the Mechanic's Lien because Extreme Line failed to file a foreclosure action on such 
Mechanic's Lien within the statutory period prescribed by Idaho law. Specifically, Idaho Code 
Section 45-510 provides as follows: 
No lien provided for in this chapter binds any building, mining 
claim, improvement or structure for a longer period than six (6) 
months after the claim has been filed, unless proceedings be 
commenced in a proper court within that time to enforce such 
lien .... 
Idaho courts have held that the six month period set forth in section 45-510 "is a limitation not 
alone upon the remedy, but upon the right or liability itself; and that the lien is lost as against 
the interest of any person not made a party to an action to enforce it within the six month 
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period." Willes v. Palmer, 78 Idaho 104, 108, 298 P.2d 972 (1956) (citing Western Loan & 
Building Co. v. Gem State Lumber Co., 32 Idaho 497, 185 P. 554 (1919) (emphasis added)). In 
Western Loan the comi expressly noted that "The time within which the suit must brought 
operates as a limitation of the liability itself as created, and not of the remedy alone. It is a 
condition attached to the right to sue at all." Western Loan, 32 Idaho at 501. More recently, the 
Idaho Supreme Comi has explained the effect of Idaho Code Section 45-510 and the failure to 
file an action to foreclose on a mechanic's lien within the statutory time period as follows: 
The statute creates and limits the duration of the lien. The statute 
also gives jurisdiction to the comi to foreclose or enforce a lien on 
ce1iain conditions, the filing of a claim of lien, and the 
commencement of the action within the time specified after such 
claim is filed. If these things are not done no jurisdiction exists in 
the court to enforce the lien. When the limit fixed by statute for 
duration of the lien is past, no lien exists, any more than if it had 
never been created. 
Palmer v. Bradford, 86 Idaho 395, 401, 388 P.2d 96 (1963) (multiple citations omitted). In other 
words, if an action to foreclose on a lien is not timely filed, then the lien ceases to exist, as 
though such lien had never been recorded in the first instance. See Western Loan, 32 Idaho at 
501 ("As against the mortgage lien, the lien for material furnished, if any existed, is lost because 
an action to foreclose the same was not commenced within the time limited by the statute.") 
Extreme Line recorded the Mechanic's Lien on December 19, 2007. Pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 45-510, unless Extreme Line commenced proceedings to enforce the lien 
within that six months of the date ofrecording, i.e., on or before June 19, 2008, such lien expires 
and ceases to have any force or effect. Extreme Line did not commence an action to enforce the 
Mechanic's Lien before June 19, 2008. Rather, Extreme Line did not take any action to enforce 
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the Mechanic's Lien until it filed a counterclaim and cross-claim seeking foreclosure of the lien 
on July 24, 2008, more than a month after the deadline established by Idaho Code Section 
45-510. Because Extreme Line did not commence proceedings to enforce its lien rights within 
the statutory time frame, as required by Idaho Code Section 45-510, such lien was invalid and of 
no force and effect as of June 20, 2008. Accordingly, Extreme Line is not entitled to a 
declaration regarding the priority of its lien over IF A's interest in the property or a decree of 
foreclosure respecting the same. To the contrary, IF A is entitled to entry of an order declaring 
the Mechanic's Lien invalid. 
It is anticipated that Extreme Line will argue that because another lien holder, 
Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. d/b/a Knife River ("Hap Taylor") filed a complaint for foreclosure of its 
claim of lien on April 22, 2008, that such filing somehow tolled the running of the limitations 
period set forth in Idaho Code Section 45-510 and/or otherwise allows the filing of Extreme 
Line's counterclaim for foreclosure to relate back to Hap Taylor's April 22, 2008 filing date. 
IFA was unable to locate any authority for this position under Idaho law. In fact, such 
interpretation runs contrary to interpretations of the effect of Idaho Code Section 45-51 O 
discussed above: namely that a mechanic's lien shall be treated as though it were never recorded 
if proceedings are not commenced to enforce the same within six months of the recording date. 
See, e.g., Palmer v. Bradford, 86 Idaho 395, 401, 388 P.2d 96 (1963). 
Though the issue has not been expressly addressed in Idaho, interpreting a similar 
statue the Supreme Court of Virginia held that this type of limitations period requires some type 
of affirmative action on the part of the lienor within the statutory limitations period. See Isle of 
Wight Afaterials Co., Inc. v. Cowling Bros, Inc., 246 Va. 103, 106 ("Merely being named as a 
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defendant in an enforcement action of another lienor is not the equivalent of either filing an 
independent suit or intervening in the suit of another.") (citing Commonwealth J\1echanical 
Contractors, Inc. v. Standard Fed. Sav. & Loan, 222 Va. 330, 332, 291 S.E.2d 811, 8 (1 1)). 
Under this well reasoned, persuasive authority, the fact that another lien claimant filed a 
complaint to enforce its lien rights, naming Extreme Line as a defendant therein, is insufficient to 
preserve or protect Extreme Line's lien rights. Extreme Line needed to take some affirmative 
action, such as filing a cross-claim and counterclaim to foreclose, within the statutory time frame 
as required by Idaho Code Section 45-510. Having failed to do so, the Mechanic's Lien ceased 
to have any force or effect as of June 20, 2008, and Extreme Line's cross-claim and counterclaim 
filed on July 24, 2008, seeking to foreclose the same was untimely. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, IF A respectfully requests that this Court find that 
Extreme Line failed to protect its lien rights by filing an action to enforce the same within the six 
month statutory deadline and, accordingly, that such lien is of no force or effect. On such 
grounds, IFA further requests that this Court enter an order denying Extreme Line's motion for 
summary judgment and an order granting IF A's cross-motion for summary judgment. 
DATED this 7/- day of December, 2009. 
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a Ki'JIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business as 
Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
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PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CASE NO. CV08-4252C 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV08-l 1321 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., by and through its counsel of 
record, the law firm of TROUT. JONES + GLEDHILL+ FUHRlv1AN, P.A., and hereby respectfully 
submits this Motion for Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure seeking an order from this Court finding that the Plaintiffs Claims of Lien against the 
real property which is the subject matter of this action are superior to the interests of the 
Defendant Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. This Motion is further supported by the 
Memorandum in Support and the Affidavits of Jessee Rosin, Casey Daniels and David T. 
Krueck, filed concun-ently herewith, and the pleadings and papers on file in this matter. 
Oral argument is requested. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 9th day of December, 2009. 
David T. Kruec , Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. d/b/a Knife River ("Hap 
Taylor"), by and through its counsel of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan, P.A., and 
hereby respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
This case involves the foreclosure of Hap Taylor's interests in real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, previously owned by Union Land Company, 
commonly referred to as the Summer Wind at Orchard Hills Subdivision. Hap Taylor 
recorded two (2) Claims of Lien against the real property which is the subject matter of 
this action, and has commenced foreclosure proceedings on its liens. 1 Hap Taylor's 
Motion for Summary Judgment seeks an order from the Court declaring that Hap 
Taylor's Claims of Lien have priority over the interest claimed by the Defendant 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. ("IF A") in the property. 
II. 
UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. In June 2006, Hap Taylor and Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. ("Extreme 
Line") entered into a contract whereby Hap Taylor agreed to perform construction work 
and provide materials to the property which is the subject matter of this action. Affidavit 
1 Hap Taylor initially commenced separate proceedings to enforce the Claims of Lien described in this 
motion. The cases have since been consolidated. 
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of Jessee Rosin in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment ("Rosin 
Affidavit") i18if 5-9, Exhibit 'A'; Affidavit of Casey Daniels ("Daniels Affidavit") 10, 
Exhibit 'B.' 
2. Hap Taylor mobilized and commenced work to construct its improvement 
to the Property on August 22, 2006. Rosin Affidavit 'if 15, Exhibit 'C'; Daniels Affidavit 
, 15. 
3. Hap Taylor discontinued its construction activities on the Project on or 
about August 29, 2007. Rosin Affidavit ii 16, Exhibit 'C'; Daniels Affidavit~ 16. 
4. Hap Taylor's scope of work included the placement and compaction of all 
asphalt paving materials throughout the entire Summer Wind at Orchard Hills 
Subdivision. Rosin Affidavit ifil 9-13; Daniels Affidavit ifi! 9-11. 
5. Hap Taylor was not fully compensated for the work it performed under the 
terms and conditions of its contract with Extreme Line. Rosin Affidavit if 18; Daniels 
Affidavit ir 17. 
6. On October 25, 2007, Hap Taylor caused two (2) Claims of Lien to be 
recorded against the developer's interests in Phases I and II of the Summer Viind at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision, excepting certain lots, with the Canyon County, Idaho 
Recorder's Office, Instrument Nos. 2007071408 and 2007071409, in the amount of 
$217,385.82, to foreclose the interests of the owners. Affidavit of David T. Krueck in 
Supp01i of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment ("Krueck Affidavit") ir 3, Exhibit 
'A.' 
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7. On October 26, 2007, counsel for Hap Taylor caused copies of the Claims 
of Lien to be sent to the owners or reputed owners and their registered agent via certified 
and regular mail. Krueck Affidavit~ 4, Exhibit 'B.' 
8. On April 22, 2008, Hap Taylor filed its Complaints to foreclose its Claims 
of Lien with this Court, which have since been consolidated into the case at bar. 
9. On April 29, 2008, counsel for Hap Taylor recorded a Lis Pendens for 
each of its foreclosure actions with the Canyon COlmty Recorder's Office, Instrument 
Nos. 2008023476 and 2008023477. Krueck Affidavit~ 5, Exhibit 'C.' 
10. IF A claims an interest in the Property by way of its Deed of Trust 
recorded with the Canyon County, Idaho Recorder's Office on May 18, 2007, Instrument 
No. 2007048606. 
III. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 56(b) provides that a party against whom a claim is asserted may, at any 
time, move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a summary judgment in that party's 
favor as to all or any part thereof. See I.R.C.P. 56(b). Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure provides, in part, that upon the filing of a motion for summary judgment: 
the judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the 
pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together 
with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine 
issue as to any material fact, and that the moving party is 
entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 
See also Tetzalff v. Brooks, 130 Idaho 903, 950 P.2d 1242 (1997). A mere scintilla of 
evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not enough to create a genuine issue for 
purposes of sununary judgment. Harpoole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594, 
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596 (1998). The non-moving party must respond to the summary judgment motion with 
the specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. Tuttle v. Sudenga Industries, 
Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150, 868 P.2d 473, 478 (1994). 
Summary judgment is appropriate where a non-moving party fails to make a 
showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to its case when it 
bears the burden of proof. Han-is v. State Department of Health & Welfare, 123 Idaho 
295, 298, 857 P.2d 1156, 1159 (1992). A party against whom a summary judgment is 
sought cannot merely rest on its pleadings, but when faced with affidavits or depositions 
supporting the motion, must come forward by way of affidavit, deposition, admissions or 
other documentation to establish the existence of material issues of fact which preclude 
the issuance of summary judgment. Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc., 123 Idaho 
937, 854 P.2d 280 (Ct. App. 1993). "A complete failure of proof concerning an essential 
element of the non-moving party's case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." 
McGilvray v. Farmers New World Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho 39, 42, 28 P.3d 380, 383 
(2001). 
IV. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Hap Taylor Has a Valid Lien Against the Property 
Under Idaho law, every person or company providing labor, materials or 
professional services for the construction of improvements to real property has a lien 
against the real property for the cost of said labor, services or materials. The right to 
assert a lien against real property for providing construction services or materials 
originates in the Idaho State Constitution, which provides in pertinent part: "The 
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legislature shall provide by proper legislation for giving to mechanics, laborers, and 
materialmen an adequate lien on the subject matter of their labor." Idaho State 
Constitution, Article VIII § 6. The statutory right to assert a mechanic's lien is provided 
for in Idaho Code§ 45-501, et seq. 
Idaho's lien statutes are liberally construed to effectuate their object and promote 
justice. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. First Sec. Bank of Idaho, 94 Idaho 489, 493, 491 
P.2d 1261, 1265 (1971). The goal of Idaho's lien statutes is to compensate those that 
have perfo1med work in the construction, alteration or repair of a structure. Barber v. 
Honorof, 116 Idaho 767, 768-69, 780 P.2d 89, 90-91 (1989). A lien claimant needs to 
only substantially comply with the statutory requirements in order to create a valid lien. 
Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Sumpter, 139 Idaho 846, 850, 87 P.3d 955, 959 (2004). 
Hap Taylor has a right to assert its Claims of Lien for the work it performed in 
this case. Pursuant to the tenns of its contract with Extreme Line, Hap Taylor provided 
the materials, equipment and labor necessary to lay asphalt over and across the entire 
Summer Wind at Orchard Hills Subdivision, and has not been fully compensated for its 
work. The asphalt laid by Hap Taylor clearly benefits the whole development. 
Idaho Code § 45-504 provides as follows: 
"Any person who, at the request of the owner of any lot in any incorporated city 
or town, surveys, grades, fills in or otherwise improves the same, or who rents, 
leases or otherwise supplies equipment, materials or fixtures as defined in section 
28-12-309, Idaho Code to such person for the improvement of any lot, or the 
street in front of or adjoining the same, has a lien upon such lot for his work done 
or material furnished or equipment, materials or fixtures as defined in section 28-
12-309, Idaho Code, rented, leased or otherwise supplied." 
There is no dispute that Hap Taylor paved the dedicated streets described in the 
recorded plat for the entire Sununer Wind at Orchard Hills Subdivision pursuant to Hap 
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Taylor's contract with Extreme Line. Idaho Code § 45-504 specifically allows Hap 
Taylor to assert its mechanics' lien rights against each and every lot and common area 
served by the road it constructed. 
The Comi should find as a matter of law that the work performed by Hap Taylor 
was done for the benefit of the property described in Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien. The 
Court should also find as a matter of law that Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien properly 
attach to the subject property. 
B. Hap Taylor Perfected its Claims of Lien in Accordance with Idaho Law 
Hap Taylor recorded and perfected its Claims of Lien against the prope1iy upon 
which its work was perfo1med pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-501, et seq. Idaho Code § 
45-507 contains the basic, statutory requirements for perfecting a valid mechanic's lien. 
This Code Section provides as follows: 
(1) Any person claiming a lien pursuant to the provisions of this chapter must file 
a claim for record with the county recorder for the county in which such 
property or some part thereof is situated. 
(2) The claim shall be filed within 90 days after the completion of the labor or 
services, or furnishing of materials. 
(3) The claim shall contain: 
(a) A statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and offsets; 
(b) The name of the owner or reputed owner, if known; 
( c) The name of the person by whom he was employed or to whom he 
furnished materials; 
( d) A description of the property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for 
identification. 
(4) Such claim must be verified by the oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, 
to the effect that the affiant believes the same to be just. 
(5) A true and correct copy of the claim of lien shall be served on the owner or 
reputed owner of the prope1iy either by delivering a copy thereof to the owner 
or reputed owner personally or by mailing a copy thereof by certified mail to 
the owner or reputed owner at his last known address. Such delivery or 
mailing shall be made no later than five (5) business days following the filing 
of said claim of lien. 
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Idaho Code§ 45-507. Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien meet all of the statutory requirements 
for perfection. 
The Claims of Lien were recorded with the Canyon County Recorder's Office 
within ninety (90) days of the last day Hap Taylor performed work on the subject 
property. Hap Taylor's last day of work on the site was no earlier than August 29, 2007, 
and the Claims of Lien were recorded fifty-seven (57) days later on October 25, 2007. 
The Claims of Lien were properly recorded with the Canyon County Recorder's 
Office, which is the county where the subject property is situated. There is no dispute 
that the property described Hap Taylor's liens is located in Canyon County, Idaho. 
The Claims of Lien contain a statement of Hap Taylor's demand for payment 
after deducting all just credits. At the time Hap Taylor recorded its Claims of Lien on 
October 25, 2007, it was owed $217,385.82 for the cost of the work it performed on the 
property under the terms of its contract with Extreme Line, and clearly makes this 
demand in its Claims of Lien. 
The Claims of Lien properly state the names of the owners or reputed owners of 
the property subject to Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien. Hap Taylor recorded the Claims of 
Lien identifying the owners or reputed owners of the subject property. The plat recorded 
for the property identifies the owners of the Summer Wind at Orchard Hills Subdivision, 
and these owners and their registered agents are all named in Hap Taylor's liens. 
The Claims of Lien state that Hap Taylor provided the labor, materials and 
equipment for its improvement to the property at the request of Extreme Line. As set 
forth in the Rosin and Daniels Affidavits filed concurrently herewith, Hap Taylor entered 
into a contract with Extreme Line to perform construction work to improve the property. 
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Hap Taylor, therefore, also met the statutory requirement to identify in its Claims of Lien 
the person by whom it was employed or furnished materials to. 
The Claims of Lien accurately describe the real prope1iy subject to said liens. "If 
there appears enough in the description to enable a party familiar with the locality to 
identify the premises intended to be described with reasonable certainty, to the exclusion 
of others, it will be sufficient." Treasure Valley Plumbing & Heating, Inc. v. Earth 
Resources Co., 106 Idaho 920, 922, 684 P.2d 322, 324 (Ct. App. 1984). The Claims of 
Lien attached and incorporated a legal description and recorded plat of the real property 
subject to said liens, excepting certain lots owned by different paiiies. This legal 
description adequately identifies the real prope1iy subject to Hap Taylor's claims. 
The Claims of Lien are properly verified under oath by the attorney in fact of Hap 
Taylor. The Claims of Lien were also properly served on the fee simple owners of the 
real property described in the Claims of Lien, and the registered agent for these 
companies within five (5) business days after the Claims of Lien were recorded. The 
Claims of Lien were recorded on October 25, 2007. On October 26, 2007, true and 
correct copies of the recorded Claims of Lien were duly sent by certified and regular mail 
to the owners and their registered agent, Kerry Angelos. 
Idaho Code § 45-510 provides that proceedings to foreclose a mechanic's lien 
filed under Title 45, Chapter 5 of the Idaho Code must be commenced within six (6) 
months from the date the lien is recorded. Hap Taylor commenced the present 
foreclosure action on April 22, 2008, which is within the six month period required by 
Idaho Code§ 45-510. 
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The Court should find as a matter of law that Hap Taylor perfected its Claims of 
Lien against the subject property. Hap Taylor has met all of the technical, statuto1y 
requirements for attachment, perfection and foreclosure of its Claims of Lien, and is, 
therefore, entitled to foreclose its interest in the property as a matter of law. 
C. Hap Taylor's Interest in the Property is Prior and Superior to the Interest of 
IFA 
Idaho Code § 45-506 provides in pe1iinent part that a mechanic's lien is 
"preferred to any lien, mortgage or other encumbrance, which may have attached 
subsequent to the time when the building, improvement or structure was commenced, 
work done, equipment, materials or fixtures were rented or leased, or materials or 
professional services were commenced to be furnished." "The effective date of labor and 
materialmen's liens is the date of the commencement of the work or improvement or the 
commencing to furnish material." J\1etropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. First Sec. Bank of Idaho, 
94 Idaho 489, 492, 491 P.2d 1261, 1264 (1971). 
The Idaho Supreme Court interpreted Idaho Code § 45-506 more than one 
hundred years ago to mean that "(a]ll liens for labor commenced and materials 
commenced to be furnished prior to recording [the] mortgages are prior and superior liens 
to said mortgages." Pacific States Savings, Loan & Building Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 
319, 320, 83 P. 513, 514 (1905); See also, Ultrawall, Inc. v. Washington Mutual Bank, 
135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001). 
It is undisputed that IF A recorded its Deed of Trust against the property subject to 
Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien on May 18, 2007. Therefore, any interest IF A may have in 
the property attached on that date. It is also uridisputed that Hap Taylor commenced 
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furnishing labor, materials and equipment to construct its improvement to the property on 
August 22, 2006, nearly nine (9) months prior to the recordation of IF A's Deed of Trust. 
Consequently, Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien against the property are prior and superior to 
the IF A Deed of Trust. The Court should find as a matter of law that IF A's interest in the 
property by way of its Deed of Trust is junior and inferior to the interest of Hap Taylor. 
v. 
CONCLUSION 
Hap Taylor is entitled to summary judgment against IFA to subordinate IFA's 
interest in the property to Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien. Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien 
properly attach to the property on which Hap Taylor performed its construction work and 
the property benefits from this work. Hap Taylor's Claims of Lien are also enforceable 
under Idaho Code § 45-507, and Hap Taylor timely commenced its foreclosure 
proceedings as required by Idaho Code§ 45-510. 
RESPECFULLY SUBMITTED this 9th day of December, 2009. 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRJAAN, P.A. 
' sq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Id~ with offices at 225 N. 9th 
Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the day of December, 2009, he 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the method(s) 
indicated below, to the following: 
Samuel A. Diddle Hand Delivered D 
Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow & McKlveen, Chtd. U.S. Mail ~ PO Box 1368 Facsimile 344-8542 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorney for Conger 1Vlanagement Group, Inc. 
David E. Wishney Hand Delivered D 
Attorney at Law U.S. Mail D 
PO Box 837 Facsimile 342-5749 0'"'' 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC; L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC; L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC; and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
Richard B. Eismann Hand Delivered D 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES U.S. Mail ~ 3016 Caldwell Blvd. Facsimile 466-4498 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Attorney for Riverside, Inc. 
Donald W. Lojek Hand Delivered D 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES U.S. Mail ~ PO Box 1712 Facsimile 343-5200 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for P MA, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe Hand Delivered D 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, U.S. Mail ~ CHTD. Facsimile 385-5384 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
Thomas E. Dvorak Hand Delivered D 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP U.S. Mail ~ PO Box 2720 Facsimile 388-1300 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
PO Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
PO Box 1147 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
Smith Honas, P.a. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83 714 
Attorney for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
PO Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedick and Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 384-5844 
D 
D 
~ 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 541-345-2034 l2r 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail ~ Facsimile 800-881-6219 
D 
Hand Delivered ~ U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 459-4573 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail ~ Facsimile 454-2706 
D~ 
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WILLIAM L. SMITH, ISB #6134 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, Idaho 83714 
Telephone: (208) 697-5555 
Facsimile: 1-800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 08 4251-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF CASEY DANIELS 
Case No. CV 08 4252-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
Case No. CV 08 11321-C 
(Consolidated with Case No. 
CV 08 4251-C) 
) 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, et. al., ) 
) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) :ss 
County of ) 
CASEY DANIELS, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify 
regarding the matters set forth herein. 
2. I was the President of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., an Idaho corporation, 
from 2003 through 2008. 
3. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. was administratively dissolved on or about 
November 6, 2008. 
4. A true and correct copy of the last Annual Report filed by Extreme Line 
Logistics, Inc. on or about June 26, 2007 is attached hereto as Exhibit 'A,' and is fully 
incorporated herein by this reference. 
5. I was at all times described in this affidavit, authorized to enter into 
contracts on behalf of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
6. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. entered into a contract with Union Land 
Company for the construction of site improvements for the Summer Wind at Orchard 
Hills development located in Canyon County, Idaho ("Development"). 
7. A portion of the work Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. agreed to perform as 
part of its contract with Union Land Company for the construction of site improvements 
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for the Development included the placement and compaction of asphalt pavmg 
throughout the entire Development. 
8. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. solicited a bid from Hap Taylor & Inc. 
("Hap Taylor") for the placement and compaction of asphalt for the Development. 
9. In June 2006, Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. received and accepted a 
Proposal from Hap Taylor whereby Hap Taylor agreed to provide all labor, equipment 
and materials necessary to pave all of the asphalt throughout the Development. A true 
and correct copy of the Proposal from Hap Taylor accepted by Extreme Line Logistics, 
Inc. is attached hereto as Exhibit 'B,' and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 
10. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. entered into a contract with Hap Taylor for 
the performance of the work described in Hap Taylor's Proposal, and agreed to pay Hap 
Taylor the unit prices contained in Hap Taylor's Proposal described herein for all asphalt 
constructed throughout the entire Development. 
11. As a subcontractor to Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., Hap Taylor's scope of 
work included the placement and compaction of asphalt paving throughout the entire 
Development, which included, but was not limited to, paving the dedicated streets for the 
Development. 
12. In August 2007 on behalf of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., I requested that 
Hap Taylor provide Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. with a change order under our 
subcontract agreement for paving an asphalt pathway within the Project. 
13. The cost of the additional materials, equipment and labor necessary to 
construct the pathway described in paragraph 12 above was intended by Extreme Line 
Logistics, Inc. to be additional work performed under the original subcontract agreement 
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entered into with Hap Taylor in 2006 and was part of the scope of work Hap Taylor 
agreed to perform for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
14. Pursuant to our subcontract agreement, Hap Taylor charged Extreme Line 
Logistics, Inc. the contract unit price for the asphalt necessary for the construction of the 
pathway. 
15. Hap Taylor commenced work within the Development on August 22, 
2006. 
16. The last date Hap Taylor performed any substantial work within the 
Development was August 29, 2007. 
17. Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. did not fully compensate Hap Taylor for the 
work it performed under the terms of the subcontract agreement between Extreme Line 
Logistics, Inc. and Hap Taylor. 
(THIS SPACE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLAl'\TK) 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
~ . -~ By ,casey;iels 
{!>_ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me thisL aay of December, 2009. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CASEY DANIELS 
~) NoiaIYPUhliiiw: 
Residing at: Sen~ J:.-D 
My commission expires: 1 / u (z c;, 1 2:J 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices at 225 N. 9th 
Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 9TH day of December, 2009, he 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the method( s) 
indicated below, to the following: 
Samuel A. Diddle Hand Delivered D 
Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow & McKlveen, Chtd. U.S. Mail D 
PO Box 1368 Facsimile 344-8542 ~ 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorney for Conger J\1anagement Group, Inc. 
David E. Wishney Hand Delivered D 
Attorney at Law U.S. Mail D 
PO Box 837 Facsimile 342-5749 ~ 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-J ID Summerwind, LLC; L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC; L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC; and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
Richard B. Eismann Hand Delivered D 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES U.S. Mail D 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. Facsimile 466-4498 ~ 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Attorney for Riverside, Inc. 
Donald W. Lojek Hand Delivered D 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES U.S. Mail D 
PO Box 1712 Facsimile 343-5200 ~ 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for PA!fA, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe Hand Delivered D 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, U.S. Mail D 
CHTD. Facsimile 385-5384 ~ 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
Thomas E. Dvorak Hand Delivered D 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP U.S. Mail D 
PO Box 2720 Facsimile 388-1300 ~ 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
PO Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARlNGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
PO Box 1147 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
Smith Honas, P.a. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Attorney for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
PO Box44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedick and Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
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Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 384-5844 
D 
D 
fZl 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 541-345-2034 fZl 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 800-881-6219 fZl 
D 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail fZJ 
Facsimile 459-4573 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 454-2706 
D 
D 
fZl 
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06/12/2006 l2:07 2064655065 
~~N~26-2006 MOH 04:26 PH~ INC 
EU. I~ 
FAX: • 8 3}19 6198 
( 
Pf¥£. 01/01 
P, 01/Ul 
,,. '" 
,,\i~)I 
to-' PROPOSAL 
S®mittt:d.. 'ro i Et.LC. 
Street.Address : S14SE. CotmrBayDr. 
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Proj ~Name : $UJ'.(l!1ler Wind @Otoha.td H.ill/l Ph 1 & 2 
Project Address: ~af, ID 
. . 
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